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FORECAST

Denver, Col., September 9

Partly cloudy with local
ers tonight and Tuesday.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 9. 1907.
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They Fare Well. They Watch Four Different Attempts Made
to Demolish Yellow Town
the Nlckles. and
But Only Glass
Don't Spend
Was Broken.
Lavishly.

sV.

SINGLE

More Than 250 Jobbers In

STATEHOOD

Three States Form Alliance to Kill Competition.

Delegate Andrews Gives In
terview In Santa Fe
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and
When They Had a Garden. They Director of Her Commerce
Trade Department Landed Just
r.nt Exnenses Down to a Min
In Time to Be Involved In
imum- - Now Vegetables and
Fruit Add to Cost of
Investigating.
Living.
Trouble-Governm-

be-.iii- .il

riftoon fpnts worth of round steak
of bread for 5 cents, & la cents urin
cents worth of
of strawberries, and
canteloupes made up her purchases,
got
hubby
home to dinner
and when
he found his wife with potatoes
onnueh for rtie whole week, straw
day, bread for two
berries for theenough
for dinner and
days and meat
a .mall niece for breakfast. The
whole lot cost 65 cents.
Tuesday 15 cents worth of meat
in emits worth of peaches. 10 cents
and
worth of radishes and onions, com15 cents for small sundries
Fifty cents In
pleted the program.
all for the day.
Wednesday, meat cost 25 cents as
there was a visitor at dinner. Bread
and a small rake 20 cents, fruit and
strawberries 35 cents, and vegetables
Total 9o cents.
15 cents.
Thursday, fuel had to be bought
and one dollar for the week went
for that necessity. Meat 15 cents.
fruit 15 cents, bread 5 cents, and 10
cents for those mysterious sundries
made a total of $1.45 for the day's
expenses.
Friday was an off day. Instead of
meat, a dozen eggs cost 40 cents, but- ter 35 cents (these will last a week),
fruit and vegetables 25 cents, total
S1.00.
Saturday, a bar of soap (Mrs. Clerk
does her own washing and ironing),
5 cents, bread and buns
lo cents,
meat, including Sunday's supply, 40
cents, vegetables 25 cents, fruit 35
cents, sugar 25 cents, expense for
liehts. 25 cents. Total 1.70.
purchased
.During the week she
seven pints of milk for 35 cents.
Their rent is $12 per month, which
makes a weekly average of ii
Ttdul WoekJy Kxiiciwos.
Their total expenses for the week
including rent, fuel, light, and food
including entertainment of one guest
at dinner, was J9.&0. The week pre
vlous, their expenses were $7.25. They
economized on meat that week.
l.ast wprlng they had a vegetable
garden and, with slight cost for seed
they cut oil their vegetable expense
altogether, saving an average on that
item of $1 per week for six weeks,
They are now about to purchase
dozen chickens and this will cut off
the egg bill of 40 cents or more per
25 cents worth of potatoes, one loaf

Their clothing bill is not heavy,
averaging less than $5 per month.
Last week they saved $5.40 out of
the $15 weekly salary. The previous
week. their savings amounted to
$7.75.
For five weeks last spring
during the garden period, they saved
average per week. Of this
on
an
Is
amount about $5 tier month goes for
clothing and $3 for recreation
The monthly savings on an average
are $20. They are not making any
effort to save anything extraordinary,
but are merely not spending any
money that is not necessary. They
live well and have all they desire
They number their friends by the
legion and treat them all nicely but
they don't upend lavishly in entertaining.
"It costs us 10 per cent more to
live now than it did last winter, but
we can still save on that basis," declared the clerk. Their home Is a
model of neatness but it represents
Mrs. Clerk's work for every moment
of the day.
How Tlioy Started.
"We have had no sickness during
our married life, but we were not so
lucky as the couple the Citizen
quoted in Saturday's paper, for we
had no extra clothing when we got
ild the clerk.
married,"
"We had
not Intended to marry for nearly a
year later than the time when the
ceremony took place, but when we
found that my wife's sisters were,
planning on a big wedding, we con
-

ent

Montreal, Canada, Sept. 9. The
following telegram was received by
Consul General Nosse at Ottawa to
dav from Mr. Ishll. director of the
commerce and trade department of
foreign affairs of Japan, who Is at
oresent n British Columbia,- stuaying
movement In that
the
province.
"Vancouver. Sept. 9. Having ar
rived at Vancouver at 1 p. m. Sept,
7, l round tnal during tne eariy part
of the evening there was held a demand
onstration of the
p. m. a
and about
sixor
fifty
number of rowdies about
ty, marched Into the section of the
city where are the stores kept by
Japanese
and Chinese, and threw
glass.
stones, breaking considerable
Following this attack there came another, this time the number of the
mob being increased to about 6iu
and the fronts of several stores were
broken in. So far as I can ascertain
only one Japanese was wounded. The
police did their best Dut tnere is
hardly any hope of relief In that direction."
I 'our Attacks Made.
Late last night Consul Merikawaka
sent the following telegram to the
consul: In continuance of the message sent by Mr. Ishll I have to report a fourth attack made by the
rowdies about midnight on the Japanese quarters.
Twice again they
stores
tried to attack the Japanese
but on account of the vigilance of
the Japanese and city police, no one
was Injured and their number gradually decreased and by 3 o'clock
Sunday morning the rowdies had
was rescattered and tranquility
stored."
dispatch
adds that all winThe
dows and door glass were smashed in
fifty Japanese stores and two Japanese were wounded.
Consul General Nosse will lay the
facts before Sir Wilfred Laurier, the
premier of Canada.
Studying Conditions.
Alkujiro Ishll, director of the commercial bureau of the Japanese foreign office, who was Involved In the
riots at Vancouver last
Saturday night, came to this country
to Investigate the report of the reriots In San Francent
cisco. While this was given out as
the specific object of his visit it is
generally understood that his mission is to make a thorough Investigation of the whole Japanese question In this country, and to ascertain
the cause and extent of the prejudice
against the Japanese.
He spfnt some time In San Francisco and after traveling through the
country went to British Columbia,
where the conditions arising from
and
the recent Inflow of Japanese
Hindus in the northwest has caused
n serious disturbance of labor conditions.
anti-Japane-

anti-Japane-

anti-Chine- se

se

anti-Japane- se

eluded to do a little surprise work
so we were quietly married one evening and began housekeeping a few
days later. We tried the furnished
room tilan but that is not 'home.
We wanted a place where we could
do as we nleased and not be hamper
ed by knowing that some one else
owned the furniture and everything
we used.
No Money or Comfort.
"After five months of the furnished
roiMn life, we quit it for the three
room house we now occupy. There
was no monev or comfort either for
us in the furnished rooms. We lived
In a house where four other families
had rooms, and of course we were
thrown more or less together. They
knew all of our affairs, and probably
more, and we of course had to listen
to their troubles.
That's all right
for the man who has Just come to
town and has to stand it, but It
didn't suit either me or my wife, so
we hu'stled around, bought our furniture and began housekeeping.
It's
We have
a success In every way.
all we want and enjoy life. Beside
we have a nest egg In the bank that
will mean a home for us some day,
of our veriest own, unless sickness
comes along, when It will mean a
nest egg In adversity at least. Tell
that $75 per month man you quoted
Saturday to try the saving plan, and
he'll find that he has Just as much
lo eat, lust as good a variety, and
enjoys life Just as much, as he does
now on his haphazard plan."

fil ll.TY
OF DISCRIMINATION".'
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 9 The Wilmar
and Sioux Falls railway, part of the
tireat Northern system, was today
ordered by the railroad commission
to cease discriminating against Oma- ha in grain shipments. The Omaha
drain Exchange company complain- ed lliat the railroad refused to fur- to
South
cars for shipments
Omaha or Omaha, holding cars for
shipment to Sioux City and Minneap- oils.
The commission ordered the
railway officials to furnish cars in
the order requested by patrons ir- respective of their destination.
R VII. ROADS

cance.

CRUSHING EFFORT

JAPAN IN MELEE

PER WEEK

Can a younK married couple save
money on a salary of 60 per month
necessities,
at present prices of staple
that common decenand yet live with requires?
cy which society
They certainly can, according to a
young man In Albuquerque, a clerk
and
who makes Just $60 per month
who has
who has a fine little wife,she's
not a
the saving habit, though
bit "stingy."
two years
"We have been marriedevery
week
and we know Just what time,
for we
has cost us during thatclerk. "Lvery
'keep books'," said the
brings an order,
time the grocerymanrnmes
Into our
nntvi,,r oiua
house, down goes the cost, and its
paid for the moment it's delivered.
When we have no money, we don t
buy anything."
&
at the well kept account
writing
book, dainty with feminine
following as
and figures, showed thecouple
needed
the cost of what this
rooms at
to maintain three pretty week,
last
their well ke.pt home
the time from Sept. 1 to
Sept. 7:
lhtlly Kxpeiues.
Monday morning Mrs. Clerk went
She
A .,. n town til do her marketing.
buys round at different stores
uhn declares It's cheaper that
way and you get better treatment
than when you stick too ciose to ira
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Thin view of Casa Itlnnca, Morocco, tdunvx Uie hlocxly work or tlic ravaging, fmntloal Moors In a narrow stiwt, which was filled with the dead bodies of human beings and horses, after tlio Moorish pillagers had
pasHcd tlirougli It.

GOVERNOR
ARE

AND

PARTY STEAMER GOES ASHORE NEWS

GUESTS OE

DURING

CLAYTON

AND DROKERAGE

OPERATORS TO QUIT

A HEAVY

WORK

FOG TODAY

Executive Accorded Warm San Gabriel In Trouble Off Commercial Men Demand
That They Break ExPoint Yeyes.
Welcome Everywhere on
isting Contracts.
California.
His Northern Trip.
MEETING TONIGHT TO
CREW SAFE BUT SHIP
RECEPTION AT RATON
DECIDE ON ACTION
IS A TOTAL LOSS
AND CIMARRON IMMENSE
Clayton. N. M.. Sept. 9. Governor
Gtorge Curry arrived here last night
after spending Sunday at Cimarron
and he will remain here until to- mcrrow. The governor Is making a
trip over this part of the territory as
the guest of J. Van Houten.
The party was met at the station
of the St. Iuls, Rocky Mountain and
Pacific railroad by a large number of
Clayton people and the first visit of
Geoige Curry, as governor, to Clayton will always be a pleasant memory to the executive. A reception
was given htm today and he delivered
a short address, but the greater part
of the day was spent in sightseeing.
The governor spent Sunday quietly
at Cimarron, though he was greeted
on his arrival there by a large number of people, everyone his friend.
aevotcd principally to
The day
liKntseeng and to an informal recep
left Clayton
tion. The governor
!ast night.
At Itnton.
The reception accorded the party
at Raton, his former home, Saturday,
however, was probably the greatest
is well
of the trip. The governor
known to nearly everybody In that
city and the way In which they lined
up for him was wonderful.
After
r,
breakfast at the home of Dr.
an old friend, the party took
Ij.
R. M., and P.
a trip over the St.
railway, eating luncheon at the Ensign ranch, where elaborate prepara-t'on- s
had been made. On their return to Raton, an auto ride occupied
the evening until dinner.
In the evening at
At the
the Coliseum, over one thousand people met the new governor and expressed their hearty approval of his
course. The evening was devoted to
thn ltceptlon and the party did not
leave ft r Cimarron
until Sunday
morr lng.
Kohl-hause-

WORK

the Commercial Telegraphers Union
to consider calling nut the operators
now employed In the brokers' and
newspaper offices of tnis city, ana
the men working on leased wires.
Yesterday a petition was circulated
amon the members of the organlza
tlons demanding that the officers call
out these men regardless of existing
contracts or agreements signed since
the commencement of the strike.
The petition says in effect that the
signers deem it necessary mat every
member of the union be called upon
to cease work Immediately notwith
standing any contract that has been
signed, believing that the contract
made which compels one brother to
the disadvantage of another Is better
broken than kept.
The program to be followed will
be settled at the meeting tonight.
Walk Out ITolm !!.
Should the brokerage, lease wire
and newspaper operators go out here
the men occupying similar positions
In other cities will follow suit, as the
same demand will be made by the
commercial telegraphers everywhere.
It Is highly probable that the
union tonight will accede to the de
mands of the strikers, since the sit
uation has not been so bright here
during the last few days, many of the
men having gone Into other work.

f

EQUALIZATION

Cavalry for PlUUpplnen.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 9. The
army transport Thomas sailed today
for Honolulu, Guam and Manila with
nine troops of the Sixth cavalary and
a detachment of field artillery for the
Philippines.

OPERATORS BRUT
TO

Chicago. .Sept. 9. A meeting will
be held tonight by the members of

San Francisco. Cal., Sept. a. The
steamer San Gabriel, which sailed
from San Pedro day before yester
In
ballast, ran
day for Umpqua
ashore one mile north of Point Reyes
this morning during a heavy fog. It
is believed that the vessel will be a
total loss. The steamer carries a crew
,
of fifteen.
by the
Word has been
weather bureau stating that a steam
schooner Is standing by the stranded
San Gabriel and a tug has left here
for the scene of the wreck. The
Point Reyes life saving crew has
reached (he vessel, and it Is stated
that there Is no danger of loss of
life.
Will Probably go to 1'lceew.
The surf Is running high and there
Is momentary danger of the steamer
breaking up, as she Is lying In a dangerous position with, her bow clear
In shore and her weight resting on
the center of her keed. If she can
hold on until the tide rises. It may
be possible to save her, as she is unto
doubtedly not damaged enough
prevent pulling her off.
At the company's offices In this
city late this afternoon. It was staited
that there was little hope of saving
the San Gabriel, despite the fact that
she did not have on any great quantity of ballast. Her position on the
ree-is such that it Is believed any
artempt to move her will result In
breaking her up. as the sea Is too
high to permit any extensive salvage
work without great danger.

NAMES

l
Illiikle, of ItoMwell. Irel
dent, and It. J. Palcn, Snnta Fo
Ranker,
Santa Fe, X. M Sept. 9. (Special)
James F. Hinkle, of Roswell, was
elected president, and R. J. Palen. of
Santa Fe. secretary of the territorial
hoard of equalization, which mot here
today and organized.
The board will likely be In session
nearly all week since there are fifty
appeal cases from all parts of the
territory to be acted upon. The de
liberations of this board are watched
with considerable Interest. All mem
bers were present today except Mar
tin I.ohman. of L,as Cruces, who was
unable to attend because of Illness.
The members of the board In at
tendance are: R. J. Palen, of this
city; F. P. Jones, Sliver City; H. M
Letts, of Cimarron; K. A. Miera, of
Cuba, Ssndoval county.

MATCH AT

'FRISCO

AT

Three Reinstated But Fourth Battling Nelson Says Latter
Will Probably be a
Applicant Is Turned
Down Today.
Winner.
Omaha, Neb., Sjit. 9. The telegraphers strike in Omaha received a
heavy blow this morning when three
of the best class of operators returned to their old positions in the Western I'nion office und a fourth striker,
who applied for work, was not reinstated, the company claiming
that
enough men to handle the business
were at work.
Conditions in most cities In the telegraphers' strike, according to adindicate
vices received here today,
that the majority of the men are
looking for situations elsewhere and
that they propose to hold the strike
on as long as possible. In some lust, Hues, strikers have
returned to
woik as li,.., nave nere, hut this is
exception.
the
Officials here
rither
state thut the company as a rule will
not permit the strikers to return to
work.
SHOWS
tTTOX RKPORT
SHORT CROP IN SIGHT
Washington, D. C. .Sept. 9. The
reporting board of the bureau of
statistics, department of agriculture,
finds from reports of correspondents
and agents of the Dureau, that the
average condition of cotton on Aug-nls- h
list 25 was 72.7, us compared with
75 on July 25. 1907; 77.3 on August
25. 1906; 72.1 on August 25, 1905,
and a ten year average of 74. S,
The Texas average on this date
was 78. The Texas average for ten
years Is 69.

IIS OFFICERS

JaiiM'H

AND GANS READY

FOR

BOARD

I

FA XT KII

l.l.l IV
SIKMriXfi AFFRAY

Chester. Pa., Sept. 9. A
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 9. The old child was Instantly killed in i
pugilistic contest between Joe Gans shooting affray at the home of Daniel
and Jimmy liritt for the lightweight rriel today in this city.
Frlel. the uncle of the child, has
of the world, which been
championship
arrested, charged with murder
will begin at two this afternoon In lie asserts he heard burglars in the
an open air arena constructed for the house und that the child was shot ac
cidentully, but the police believe the
grounds, child
at K'treation
occasion
was killed during a quf.rrel. The
promises to attract a larger crowd in f i nt was the daughter of Mrs.
Mary
Mathews, a widow.
afthan ever witnessed at a similar
fair. Retting remains at 6 hi to 10
ROOT IS
in favor of liatis but the sporting SIX Itiri'ARV 1IA1.I-:
AM) 1IKAKTY
public has liberally backed the
N'ew York, fiopt. 9. Secretary
of
Root,
tanned and appearing in
State
liritt and Gans issued statements excellent health, will leave Muldoon's
.......
Manual
iuiil ai . none na.iis, ri. J.,
, ,,
.
- b r.,,H.i contl,l,.ii, - tht. h
uj in a eiajr i
e vcmi
iuiiiui iuv
would win the fight.
weeks. The secretary will go first to
Hauling Nelson, than whom prob - ji,!,, 0u home at Clinton, N. Y.. where
ably no man Is better qualified to j,e w ill remain about a week. He
Judge, says In his opinion that Gans ,,ianM to be in Washington by Sept.
He thinks
will win.
the coioreu i;, His stay will be brief, however
champion Is a better
boxer than j,e leaves for Mexico, Sept. 25. Ho
being
a harder hitter. will cross the Mexican border at LaHritt. besides
Although the weather this morning redo, where ho will be met by Presi
was cloudy the afternoon promises dent Diaz and become his guest.
to be clear and fair.
TO
THRKi: HIItNFI)
' DKAT1I IX HOTIHj.
Itl'RTOX
CO.MiRIXsM
MMIIN Ti:i 11)11 MAYOR
N.
Charlotte,
C, Sept. 9. Fire
Cleveland. Ohio, Sept. 9. Con- early this morning destroyed a hotel
Miss
gressman Theodore E. Hurt, in, chair- at Cleveland Springs, N. C.
man of the house committee on rivers Smith, of Kldoro, and two negroes
today
was
hotel,
by
were burned
employed at the
nominated
und harbors,
aoelammation for mayor of Cleveland to death.- The fire started by a stroke
of lightning.
at the republican city convention.
CaH-fornla- n.

......

v.,-...--

-
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CONSTITUTIONAL

Ohio Firm Refuses to Be Bound
CONVENTION
SOON
by Monopoly Contract and as
a Consequence Is FightPlan Whereby New Mexico Can
ing for an Existence
Come Into Union
Now.
Can Not EsAlone-Roose-

Toledo. O.. Sept. 9. The bureau of
statistics of the United States government. In its compilation of figures
relative to the 40 per cent Increase In
the cost of living, has uncovered still
another trust scheme.
A areat war Is being waged by 120
grocery Jobbing houses In Ohio, 70
in Michigan und
iu in Indiana,
against a Toledo grocery Jobbing
house which has been adjudged guil
ty by them of the heinous crime of
cutthvg prices.
After the wholesale grocery trust
which flourished In Ohio for years
was broken up by the Valentine anti
trust law, one of the members of the
former combine started In on a new
line of business. He concluded to
dispense largely with traveling sales.
men and sell goods by catalogue, cutting prices below those fixed by the
trust.
Immediately there was a protest
from other Jobbers, and it appears
now that all the Jobbers In the three
states are united In a fight to put
g
grocer out of
this one
business.
moves
made was
of
the
first
One
to try to Induce manufacturers to
force this firm to maintain prices or
refuse to sell it goods.
Warned by Manufacturers.
It has developed that when manu
facturers send their goods to the Jobbers, prices are fixed at which the
jobber must sell tne retailer.
If the Jobber sells below the fixed
prices the manufacturer must refuse
to sell him any more goods, under
penalty of losing the business of all
the Jobbers in the comiblne.
Iu other words the prlcke-cutthas his supply shut off, and If the
combine succeeds he is put out of
business.
The Toledo firm, the Dow-Sne- ll
Co., has already been informed by
certain manufacturers that they can
not have any more goods unless the
ll
people agree to maintain
prices to the retailer.
Here Is an extract from a letter
received by President E. E. Dow from
a manufacturing concern in Rich
mond. Va. :
"We are today In receipt of letters
from all our customers in your city,
complaining that you are cutting the
prices on our products, and saying.
In effect, that unless we can Induce
you to put a stop to this practice
they will discontinue
the gale of
them."
grocery
Another
manufactured
product Is listed for sale by the Job
bers at $2.85. The cost to the Jobcatalogued
ber Is $1.86. Dow-Sne- ll
It to retailers at J2.55.
They receiv
ed a letter from the manufacturer,
which says:
Criminal Contract.
"This practice Is against our Inter
yours, and under the
against
est and
circumstances we will be obliged to
discontinue selling the goods to your
firm."
But this Is not the limit. Many of
the manufacturing firms Insist that
the Jobber sign a contract agreeing
mat lie will not sell, or permit to be
sold for him, any goods under the
price stipulated by the
manufact
urer.
President Dow has in his possession
a letter from a firm declining to sell
any more goods to Dow-neuntil
the firm and every salesman and
commercial employe clgn such a con
tract.
In his catalog, Issued weekly, Dow
conducts his nxht against the Jobbers
trust. In the last issue, speaking of
these contracts, he says:
"You ought to see some of the
contracts thrown at us to sign, and
which alt the other Jubbers do sign
Some of them would Bend a man to
a toad can lap
Jail quicker than
lightning, if they happened to fall
Into the hands of some grand jury
where the prosecuting attorney was
onto his Jol."
price-cuttin-

er

Dow-tSne-

ll

PRISONER WAS FREE
FOR

THREE

velt

cape Nomination.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. . (Spec
ial.) Delegate W. H. Andrews, wlto
Is here on business today, gave out
an Interview in which he said he
favored a third term for President
Roosevelt, that he believed that
Roosevelt was the logical man under
existing conditions and that he be
lieved that Roosevelt would be nominated and compelled to run for a
third term whether or not he desired
the office.
The delegate said that he was for
Roosevelt for a third term and that
he believed sentiment generally was
for Roosevelt.
StaU'hood Certain.
Delegate Andrews also stated that
he felt certain that single statehood
would be secured for this territory
during the next congress.
He will
urge Governor Curry to call a meeting of the delegates selected last year
to draft a constitution.
These delegates are to be asked to meet In
expense, if
own
Santa Fe at their
Mr. Andrews is successful, draft a
constitution and forward it to Wash,
ington.
The delegate Is quoted as stating
thuit if this Is done, he will introduce
a single statehood bill in the next
congress and that he feels reasonably
certain that it will pass both houses
and be approved by the president
who lately announced that he would
not further urge Joint statehood for
New Mexico and Arizona.
Governor May tSoom'rate.
It Is believed here that Governor
Curry, who favors statehood, will cooperate since it Is generally believed
that statehood can be obtained for
New .Mexico in short order.
It is believed that by March of
next year, an enabling aot will have
been passed by congress permitting
New Mexico to become a state.
The announcement that Delegate
Andrews favored a third term for
Roosevelt came as no surprise since
It was generally known that he was
an admirer of the president.
According to the plan which Delegate Andrews favors, a constitutional
convention would be called to meet
In November at the capital.
Convention
The delegate says that it would not
take longer than ten days at the
most to formulate
a constitution
which would serve a temporary purpose.
Amendments
and changes
could be made later.
While the delegates to such a convention would not be paid for their
services by the territory, the delegate
feels certain that If statehood were
secured, the next legislature would
the delegates for the
money they would spend in attending the constitutional convention.
Another feature of this plan which
makes it look bright for single statehood Is the assistance Governor Curry would give in Inducing the president to favor New Mexico's admission.
Ho Has IiiUiicihv.
Governor Curry, perhaps, has more
influence with Theodore
Roosevelt
than any man in New Mexico and he
ha repeatedly stated that he would
do all In his power to aid in securing statehood for this territory. With
his assistance there is little doubt
but that the plan proposed would
result in the admission to the union
of New Mexico.
It is not known how the governor
would view the proposed holding of
the constitutional convention but as
soon as he reJurns to the capital, the
matter will be taken up with him in
detail. It Is not thought that he will
oppose It since he favors statehood
strongly. On the contrary It Is believed that he will do all in his power
to secure the attendance of the necessary delegates.

MINUTES
VETERANS

ENROUTE

Greeley. Colo..

Sept. 9. r"harl(
Si in, in ls, ill fhurtTMil
lha mui
il.-of
ir IV It t pulu of Wr,
who was fatally shot August 24, w.t
a free man for three minutes thi.
morning, when his case was dismiss
ed in Judxe Pressly's court at the re
nilest of Dlstrlet Attorn,. v Vn flnrn
Simondson's freedom was of aho
duration, as he was almost 1mm
iti:,rlv rpnrrfurmt
virra
swi.rn out on Information of Depu
Sheriff Frnzler, the warrant bet
ls.ii.,,1 Vn I mil... ir T Mill nt l.'nia,
with t
nnd charging Slmondson
murner or L.ewis.
This unusual proceeding grew oi
of the maneuvers of the attorneys
the ense, which diverted the intere
in Simond.son to them.

TOJNCAWENT

New York, Sept. 9. Many veterans of the wur of the rebellion are
in this city today from pointj in the
south and west on their way to Saratoga, where they will attend the forty-national encampment of the
Orand Army of the Republic, which
opens
tomorrow.
The delegates,
many of whom are accompanied by
spent
their wires and daughters,
much of the day visiting Grant's
tomb. Oovernor's Iilund and other
places of Interest.
Killi',1 In Runaway.
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 9. in trying
to stay the flight of a runaway box
car on a
trestle In the steel
Killed His Htm.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 9. In a fight yards early this morning, Tony Costa,
-aged
6, lost his grip on
an
Italian,
was
intoxicated
with his son who
Christian Kelly inflicted a fatal cut the brake and fell beneath the wheels
nhuc iig met a Uuniblc death.
today.
first
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PKOVIMi
The Santn Fe reports great success
Its
recreation houses. S. K. Bus-se- r.
with
chief of the department, says:
"The Santa Fe has established a
system of reading room.', circulating
libraries and club rooms from end to
end of the road, and I receive dally
from each of the twenty-liv- e
K. C. L & P.. Chief Engineer reports
reading rooms, each of the seven
houses,
and from the circulatclub
Is Now Visiting
ing libraries. We charge a nominal
fee for the privileges of the clubs.
Carlsbad.
"One of the finest features of the
system Is the fact that it is established for the whole families of the employes.
is a great factor in
Oarlsrfbad. N. M.. Sept. 9. Chief promoting That
domestic happiness. There
Fnjrlneer John T. EdwunK of the are
among our emfew
divorces
Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific rail- ployes.
way, has Just arrived In t'arls)nl
have the women ns well as
from Lawton, Okla.. coming by pri- the"We
men enjoying the benefits of the
vate conveyance over the runtle of billiard
and the bowling alleys.
Ford. Klnx, IMckens, Ua ra, Lynn, We havetaible
the women reading in the
Terry and Yoakum, in Teas, and reading rooms.
have the men
through Kddv countv, Xev Mexico, and their wives We
their own fireto Carlsbad. The object of his trip sides reading goodnt books
from the
was to (rather information in inferlibraries.
ence to what the country contains circulating
"The system, while as yet not abthat would induce the building of solutely
can be made
through
connecting
in
the
the
link
so very soon without any hardship
line system from eastern Indian Ter- to the men."
ritory to El Paso Tex., and to note
the feasibility of constructing tho
LINKS CALL FOR
road from an engineering standpoint. FOREIGN
AMERICAN ROLLING STOCK.
Mr. Edwards made the acquaintSept. 9. Contracts agNew
York,
ance of some of the large pasture
have recently
owners, who will
with the gregating $2,000,000
K. C, L & P. Ky. Co., in doing the been awarded American concerns for
preliminary work and surveying to- rolling stock, to be used by foreign
wards building the road. He says in railroads. The American locomotive
spite of the fact that this is an un- works, the Baldwin locomotive work
usually dry year the crops are favor-aibl- e and the St. Louis Car company will
over more than half the way supply nearly 100 locomotives and
300 cars, including a number of mo
this side of Red Kiver.
to Japan, China. South
On the last half of the road com- tor cars
ing this way the drouth was more America, Mexico and the West Inmarked, but that some forage crops dies.
The chief contract calls for twenty-would be raised. Chief Engineer Edconsolidation locomotives fot
wards has great faith in the success six
of the railroad planned and says the Hokaido railway, running through
Carlsbad can get the road If the peo- the coal region in northern Japan.
ple will show the enterprising spirit The administration of the Japanese
government railways has also con
warranted for the promotion of such traeted
l'
for twenty-fou- r
an important undertaking.
engines.
Bolivian, Colombian and
railways have ordered lo
Jamacian
ACTION' IOOKINO
comotives and the Chilean railways
TO IMFOIIM CLASSIFICATION. have ordered passenger and freight
Chicago. 111., Sept. 9. Definite cars.
steps were taken at a meeting held
here for the adoption by the railroads RECEIVE FREIGHT OVER
of uniform classification. This moveHELEN CUT-OF- F
LINK.
ment was taken in conformity with
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 9. Los
the wish of the Interstate commerce Angeles and San Francisco are now
commission, and to anticipate possi- served with through freight from the
ble action by the commission along east via the Belen cut-othrough
that line at its meeting next month. New Mexico.
The meeting was attended by repreYesterday the first cars of freight
of the eastern, southern that were routed via the new line
sentative
and western railroads. Following a over the Santa Fe, arrived in Los
general discussion of the subject of Angeles, and other freight went
classification, the appoint- through to San Francisco. The Belen
uniform
ment of a standing committee was cut-o- ft
has been several years in
authorized, whose function it shall building, and at its completion, the
Intervarious
the
to
be
harmonize
Santa Fe claims that no more con
ests and work out a feasible plan.
gestions of Its lines will occur, and
This committee is to consist of an that the time between this city and
experts
equal representation of
from Chicago will be greatly reduced.
the three divisions. The roads are
At present the new line Is used
unanimous in the belief that uniform solely for freight, but during
the
classification U inevitable, and the heavy winter traffic it will be Used
rather listless drift in that direction for passenger trains.
which has been going on for a period
years has been, given MAN RESCUED FROM
of twcnty-flv- e
impetus of late by the attitude of he
LOCKED ROX CAH
commission,
Interstate commerce
9. A
Ban Bernardino, Cal., Sept.
see
to
which has indicated its desire
man named Robert Smith was re
(from
the uniform, classification adopted.
a box car in the Santa
leased
The question of classification has Fe yards here yesterday morning. He
been a source of irritation, not only claimed to have been shut up in the
to the shippers, but to the various car for three days without food or
groups of railroads.
Eastern roads drink. According to the man s story
one classification and he was stranded in Kansas City, withmaintained
western roads another, and all at- out money or friends, and being
tempts In the past to harmonize them anxious to get to California, climbed
No basis Into a box car bound for the coast.
have proved unavailing.
of agreement could be reached.
After he was inside the door was shut
and bolted and there was no way for
Smith to get out. The car he was in
DEFICIT SHOWN FROM
was dropped in the yards here and
EARNINGS IN MISSISSIPPI. A.
H. Mulvane,
Santa Fe station
Jackson, Miss., Sept. 9. The re- master, chanced the
hear the man's
port of the Southern Railway in cries and released to him
his inMississippi for the quarter Just end- voluntary prison. Smith'sfrom
emaciated
earnings
of
ed shows a deficit
condition bore out the story of his
amounting to IS9.V95.57.
The net sufferings.
receits from all sources are given in
the report filed with the state com GOULD LINE FINED FOR
op
$238,235.15,
while the
mission as
VIOLATING
LAW.
erating expenses are placed at
Slkeston, Mo., Sept. 9. The case
After deducting for taxes. of the State of Missouri vs. O. J.
Interest on bonds, etc., the deficit on Grimes and J. H. Elliott, general su
earnings appears as 1103.530, which perintendent and chief dispatcher of
is $40,000 more than for the same the Frisco, was tried here today bequarter last year.
They were
fore Judge Harrison.
The Mofbtle & Ohio report shows a charged with violating
the eight-hou- r
defloit of 120,000. while it was 147
law and the trial resulted in a
697.71 to the good last year for the fine of $50 for Grimes.
same quarter. The earnings from all
The Elliott casr. was continued insources this year are placed at 12, definitely. H. A. Huckeby was the
876,410, while the operating expenses witness for the state, C. N. Mosely
were 1704,915.47 less than that sum, appearing as prosecutor. An appeal
and passed to the credit of net reve- was taken.
nue. A train Bt that balance, however,
la a charge ot $724,956.48, which
IiKt and Found.
Lost, between 9.30 p. m., yesterday
leaves a deficit of $20,000, as above
and noon today, a bilious attack,
stated.
The New Orleans and Mobile dl with nausea and sick headache. Thl
vision of the Louisville & Nashville loss was occasioned by finding at a
gives in total receipts from both pas- drug store a box of Dr. Kings Newsenger and freight business as
Life Pills, the guaranteed cure for
and operating expenses at biliousness, malaria and Jaundice,
$221,246.83, leaving a net earning of 25c.
g,

eight-whee-

ff

1328,-130.7-

2.

-

$285,-715.8-

8.

REMOVES
BLOOD HUMORS
When the blood Is pure and healthy the skin will be soft, smooth nd
free from eruptions, but when the blood becomes infected with some un
healthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples
ir other disfiurin and annoying skin disease. The skin is provided with
Countless pores and glands which act as a drainage system to rid the body
f impurities through the perspiration that is constantly passing through
these little tubes. There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily
When ths blood becomes filled with
substance to keep it soft and pliable.
V'miors and acids these are thrown oil through the pores and elands.
turning and irritating the skin and drying up the natural oils so that we
Jave not only Acne, JCczema, Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry, scaly skin
affections as Tetter, Psoriasis, and kindred troubles. The treatment of skin
troubles with salves, washes, lotions, etc. is not along the right line. True,
Such treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort and aids in keep
ing the skin clear, but it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, which
are humors in the blood, and it can therefore have no real curative effect on
these skin affections. S. S. S., a gentle acting and perfect blood purifier, is
the best and quickest treatment. It goes down into the blood and removes
the humors, fiery acids and poisons from the circulation, cools the overheat
ed blood, and by sending a fresh stream of nourishing blood to the skin
permanently cures skin diseases of every character. S. S. S. is made entirely
of health producing roots, herbs and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedy
lor young r old. t. ,S. S. cures Kcietna, Acne, b.iit Rheum, Tetter,
and ell other dis.irccaLle and unsightly eruptions of the skin. Special
l
advice
book oi S'iin Diseases and any
furnished free to all
o w:it
THE SYL7T SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, CA,
Pso-rii-fi-

tre-iica-

1

des-irc--

The SOCORRO FAIR

$3,000.00

Irrigation
annual
The sixteenth
congress will be held next f;ill In
Albuquerque, that decision having
been arrived at by the fifteenth national irrigation congress in Its closing session at Sacramento, Cal., Saturday night. Only three states cast
their vote against holding the next
congress in the Duke City, the honor
being therefore conferred by almost
unanimous vote.
Col. Kalph Twltchell, of Las Vegas, the well known Santa Fe attorney, presented this city's claims for
the next convention and so convincing
whs his argument that the honor was
awnrded to Albuquerque on the first
ballot, despite the fact that she bad
some strenuous opposition up to that
time.
A telegram from Governor Curry,
who was unable to attend the congress, extended an Invitation to that
body to meet next year In Albuquerque, and so hearty wr.s the Invitation
when seconded by Col. Twltchell's
speech, that the congress could not
resist the temptation to come to
next year.
Wires ticKxl News,
The following telegram from Col.
Twltchell was received late Saturday
night by President George L. Brooks
of the Commercial club:
"George L. Brooks, Albuquerque:
"Governor Curry extended an invitation by wire to the Irrigation con
gress to meet In New Mexico and at
Albuquerque. After consultation with
our delegates and Colonel H. A. Jas-tr- o
we went into the fight and won.
The expense of holding the congress
will be about half the amount stated
by me to the club. We will make It a
territorial matter and Albuquerque
will only contribute her share.
We
have arranged with the executive
committee so that the congress will
be held at the same time as the terri
torial fair. In this way the expense
will be reduced over 60 per cent. Se
curing thin congress is the very big
gest advertisement you ever hart.
"RALPH E. TWITCH
ELL."
iet Trnphti-- , Too.
Mr. Brooks also received a tele
gram yeserday, as follows:
"George L. Brooks, Albuquerque:
Albuquerque gets the next con
gress, also $10,000 worth of trophies.
N. It. SWAN,
Mr. Swan was one of the delegates
appointed by rhe Albuquerque Com
mercial club, whose good work assist
ed the other delegates In landing the
meeting.
The expense of entertaining the
congress, as estimated uy Col. Twltchell when he addressed the Commer.
clal club some time ago on the matter, was $20,000. Colonel Twltchell
wires that It will cost only half that
amount or $10,000.

WOMAN IS

CAUGHT ON
MOUNTAIN
Sho Lived Like an Animal In

Country Near
Prescott.
Prescott, Ariz., Sept. 9. Entirely
nude and believing herself pursued
by hordes of owls and snakes, a na
tive woman believed to be Mrs. Delia
Gonzales, of Groom Creek, wandered
ror several days and nights through
the mountains of that section during
the frequent heavy storms of the past
wtek. She finally wandered into the
home of Mrs. Alvlna Bennett, on
Banning Creek, after being two days
and nights alone In the mountains,
without food, clothing or Bhelter, and
fell exhausted to the floor. The unfortunate woman, weary from exposure and exhaustion, the soles of her
feet almost a mass of blisters, and
the congealed blood on her body
bearing unmistakable evidence of her
seeking shelter In thorny bushes and
undergrowths, was in a pitiful plight.
A Having .Maniac.
When she arrived at the Bennett
place, Mrs. Bennett was absent, only
her three daughters
being home.
They were at tirst greatly frightened ut her appearance and manner,
which plainly indicated that she
a raving maniac. After being admitted into the house, she was Induced
to don a night robe and get Into bed.
Everything was done to paficy the
alllictBd woman by two of the Misses
Bennett, while the third rode as fast
as she could to Peter Machin's station, on Groom Creek, from where
the sheriff's oftii-- here was notified
ot the occurrence.
Kvhleiitly IilHUIie.
Deputy Sheriff Merrill at once
drove to the Bennett ranch, where
he found the woman us represented.
He took her into custody, and returned her to the county Jail, where
she was lodged In the woman's ward.
Un thw way to Prescott she Informed the deputy that she was being
pursued by a large, number of siiakes,
but that she was sure the owls would
pick their eyes out before they could
harm her. She talked In an inco
herent way and stated that her name
was lella, that she had been married
three years, and had lately deserted
her husband lii Jerome. She Is
thought to have Wandered away from
one of the .Mexican wood camps, near
the head of Groom Creek, about
three miles southeast of the Bennett
ranch.
e

I'KNsioxs

;itxnoi
TO MOW

MEXICANS.
Washington, D. C, Sept.
.
The
following pensions have been granted
in .New .Mexico veterans:
1 14
jonn Dunn, Jlcarlila,
per
miMiin i rum March 13, mu7.
William Hawkins,
Kurt Bayard
per month from June 12. 1U7.
$3
itufus J. 1'alen, Santa Fe, $12 per
month from March 1, 107.

To See Tlie

AND

Albuquerque Will Entertain
Irrigation Convention In
Fall of 1908.

IN PURSES AND PREMIUMS
Base Ball
Horse Races
Cocking Mains
Trap Shooting
Bronco Busting

Jubilee

round trip from all points south of
Fare, J
Las Vegas, via the Santa Fe.
-5

Aniceta Abeyta, Pres.
OOOOOOOOOOOOCODOOCXDOCJOOOnQ

PERSONAL
Ptvragr aphs

(XXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOCOOOOOOCXX)

Earnest Langston, n Tucumcarl
business man, Is in Santa Fe visiting
Col. G. W.

Prichard.

Abe Hlxenbnugh was In Las Ve
gas yesterday on business while en
route from Santa Fe to his home at
Baton.
Vegas
iMiss Helen Kelly left I,as
this afternoon fur South Bend, Ind.,
will
Notre
Dame
where she
attend
university.
Mr. and Mrs. Florentine Montoya
returned to Das Vegas yesterday from
La Cuesta, where they went to attend
a wedding.
Ludwlg A. Docile arrived In Las
Vegas last evening from San Dlego,
Cal., where he has been visiting with
liis family.
Cleofes Romero and family, Mrs.
Pablo Jaramillo and Miss Kstella
Barnard of Las Vegas, will leave to
morrow for a trip to Bado de Juan
Palz.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham and daugh
ter, MLm Helen, of Las Vegas, left for
Springer today and will return tomorrow evening.
Mrs. Treverton, with her son and
daughter, Matt and Miss Annie, returned to Las Vegas yesterday afternoon from a several weeks' visit to
Denver.
Motorman MeKee returned to Las
Vegas yesterday from a trip to
Bridgeport, O., where he has been on
a visit to his mother.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the L'nlteif Suites Indian training
school, was in Albuquerque last even
ing on official business.
B. H. Van Oot, of Las Vegas, left
last evening for Indiana, Pa., where
lie has a position In the Pennsylvania
State normal at that place.
Porfirlo Gallegos, county superintendent of schools of San Miguel
county, returned to Ltis Vegas yester
day from a pleasant trip to Roswell.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Guyer, of Canadian, Oklahoma, are visiting Mrs.
Elizabeth Guyer in Santa Fe, Mr.
Guyer being a brother of her late
husband.
John H. Kneabel, an eminent attorney of Denver, who has been in
Santa Fe for the past ten days on
legal business, returned home this
forenoon.
Misses Mahel Easley and Ada Harvey, of Santa Fe, have gone to Los
Angeles, Calif., where they have enrolled themselves as students at Occidental college.
iMIss Kuth Laughlln, daughter of
Judge and Mrs. N. B. Laughlln, will
return to Colorado Springs today
where she will resume her studies ut
Colorado College.
Miss Genevieve Morrison, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Mor-

Cabinets, the
AVE are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen
most convenient and
cabinet made." There Is nothing to
equal It near the price we are quotlnr , Made of solid oak, and will not split
or warp in the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" has a place for everything
needed In preparing a meal.
Enables you to do your kitchen work In half
the usual time, and with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
N. M.
W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque,
$20 and up. $5 down and 50c I week.

Singers

Balloon Ascension
Miners' Drilling Contest
Indian Sports and Exhibits
Agricultural and Mineral Exhibits
ALBUQUERQUE DAY, SEPTEMBER 29
1-

1!M7.

Have YOU Been In

GO TO

HERE

0.

1TKMHFII

MONDAY,

Gigantic Carnival of Sports
SEPTEMBER 23, 29, SO

$64,64S 63, from

VIEWING

'

CITIZEN.

CONGRESS

WILL MEET

which tnxc. Interest, etc., nre takn. leaving the income at $11,901.77.
The Oulfport and Mississippi Traction company mnkps an excellent
showing, its receipts being $r.2.986.45,
expenses $37,747.45, which leaves a
net income of $$,930.73 after taxes.
Interest, etc., are nil paid.

EVENING

Conrado A. Baca, Sec.
ary ;duty in the office of the chief of
the bureau of forestry. He may remain In the national capital until December 1.
Mrs. Charles M. Hall, of Trinidad.
Colorado, Is the guest of Mrs. A. J.
Abbott, In Santa Fe. Both were
friends when Mrs. Abbott rsfilded at
Mrs. Hall, about a year
Trinidad.
ago, lost her husband in a railroad
accident.
Miss Florence Spitz, of Santa Fe,
will leave next week for Notre Dame,
Indiana, where she will continue her
studies. She will be accompanied
there by her mother, who will return
home after her daughter has been
installed In school
Mrs. Jesus Sanchez and daughter,
Miss Alice, of Valencia, who arrived
In Santa Fe during uie
week, will
spend the coming fall and winter at
the home of the former's brother,
Hon. Jacobo Chavez, territorial Insurance commissioner.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere.
Miss
Nina
Otero and the children of Mr. and
Mrs. Bergere, who have been at Long
Beach, California, for the past two
months on a visit, have returned to
their home in Santa Fe.
Mayor H. O. Bursum, of Socorro,
who for the past three weeks has
been inspecting and attending to the
management of his sheep and angora
goat ranches, in the
mountains, thirty-fiv- e
miles east of the
City,
Gem
has returned home.
The son and heir of Lieut. Dr. Gus-tav- e
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach
and his wife, who was formerly Miss
Bertha Krupp, the richest woman in
the world, who was born on August
13, will have for his godfather the
emperor of Germany, und will be
christened shortly.
Among the cases on the criminal
docket of Santa Fe county are several for murder. The case of the Terrl- tory against Benito Chaves and Ro- muido Konquillo has been set for
trial on the third Wednesday, and the
one against Juan Garcia is set for
hearing on the third Friday.
Dr. Edward Staab, of New York,
who was present at the marriage of
his sister. Miss Bertha Staab, to Max
Nordhaus, on Thursday evening, will
remain in the territory several weeks.
After a visit to his father and brother
here, the doctor will come to Albuquerque to visit relatives and friends.
It is an open secret among the
friends of Miss Evelyn Dougherty,
of Santa Fe, that she is soon to become a bride. While no definite date
has as yet been set, it is understood
the event will take place the
part of December. Her fiance latter
Is C.
L. Castle, an inspector of agricultural
lands in the forest service, with headquarters at Flagstaff, Arizona. Mr.
Castle was In Sunta Fe several days
this week, tho guest of Miss Dougherty.
'
Mrs. Roosevelt, Miss Ethel Roosevelt, and the sons of the president
jwill accompany the president when
he returns to the White House from
his summer home, on September 25,
nearly a week earlier than had been
previously arranged. They have had
a charming summer, w th the quiet
und simplicity which they so much
love, and are all benefited greatly by
it. Miss Ethel Roosevelt will return
this week to Oyster Bay, from her
visit to Miss Faith Simpkins, of Manchester. The early return
of the
presidential family will mean an
earlier opening of the preliminary
' season this winter,
when official so
ciety really enjoys Itself.

rison, Jr., of Santa Fe, left Saturday
for Denver to enter Loretto Heights,
an academy fur girls.
Mrs. Henry B. Pain, of Kansas City
Missouri, mother of Mrs. Frost, arrived in Santa Fe last evening and
will be a guest at the Frost residence
for the coming six weeks.
Miss Ida Krlck left Santa Fe Sat
urday, for Mesllla Park to enter the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
T.VKE IT J.V TIME
and Mechanic Arts. She will study
stenography and typewriting.
as
Scores
Just
of Albuquerque People
Miss Seligman, daughter of Hon.
Have.
and Mrs. Arthur Seligman, of Sunta
Fe, will leave Tuesday for Colorado
Waiting
pay.
doesn't
Springs, Colorado, to enter Colorado
If you neglect the aching back.
College for the coming term.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
Mrs. J. B. Wood, with her baby, ionoi'-- ,
will leave Santa Fe this week for St.
Doan5s Kidney Pills relieve backLouis, Missouri, where she will visit ache,
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. B. Piatt. j Cure every kidney ill.
She will be away soveral weeks.
Albuquerque citizens endorse them.
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur Seligman,
Mrs. J. L. Curd, living at 410 South
their daughter, Miss Seligman, and Third street, Albuquerque,
N. M.,
little son, oils, have returned to San- says: "I sufTered more or less
ta Fe from a two weeks' sojourn at pains In my back for a long time,from
......... andthe Valley Kaneh, on the Pecos river. nt Hmo," n I,:,,,, T ti'niil.l
II
111 L "l AC
ill J
Alfred Kuane, Frits Muller, Jr., self' or take' cold, lllllU
I suffered severely.
and Thornton Victory, of Santa Fe, That this trouble was due to kidney
left last week for ltoswell to resume disease I had no doubt; in fact, I betheir studies ut the New Mexico Miliit was hereditary in my case, as
tary institute, which opened for the lieve
my rather died with Bright s disease.
fall semester Thursday.
About a year ago Doan's Kidney Pills
Miss Florence
Hansom, who has were brought to my attention, and
been resiling lately in Albuquerque, taking them for a short time I was
will maAte her home in the future in absolutely relieved of the pain In my
Santa Fe. She is a niece of W. H. back and felt better In every way.
Kennedy, manager of the Santa Fe The merits of Doan's Kidney Pill
Hardware and Supply company of were so plainly demonstrated to me
that city.
that I can with pleasure and confiHon. and Mrs. T. B. Catron, of San- dence recommend them to others."
ta Fe, are contemplating leaving in
For Bale by all dealers.
Price 60
Foster-Mllbur- n
the near future on a trip around the cents.
Co., Buffalo,
being absent New York, sole agents for the United
world and anticipate
about six months. They expect to States.
start some time In October or early
Remember the name Doan's and
in November.
take no other.
No. 22
Supervisor Boss McMillan, of the
Pecos, Jemex and Taos national
Subscribe for The Clclzcu end get
forts;, is in Washington on tempor the news.
I
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Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons J
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

Write us for
Catalogue nnd Prices

J. D. KklH, PrMldeBt
yie President.
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Cbfti. Mellal,

O. Qlomi,

O.

ervtarj
Bcheckl, TTer-5- .

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successor to
MEUNI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A CIOMI.
WMOLKMALr DKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt
la ttoek to outfit
kpmost0vryfhlna
fostldloat br oomploto

Hv

tho

bean ppo'nttd exclusive agents In the outhwt far Jee. .
chiltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Lou I a A. B. C Brewerlaa;
Yellowstone.
Green River, V. H. McBrayefa Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Men.
rcn, and other etandard srida of whlsklee tee numerOga te mention.
WE ARK N0T COMPOUNDER.
But eell the etrnlrht article a received by ui from tae kaat A Uerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries in Ue United But a. Call aid lnseeet eu
Btock and PrtcfT, or write for IUuatratcd Catalogue and Irle
Issued to dealers only.
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WalLPaper!
Fgniint!
It

paper and paint yotir
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Prompt attention to mall orders.
D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co,
house.

J,

me

621 North

THE

q

First Street.

Southwestern

;

Loo a

eoiin ttoconatana

m

Phone

Brewery

St

No. 489

Ice Company.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex FliRikcle Roofing

First and Marquette
Albuquerque

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Foundry and

Machine

Works

4. MALL, froftrtmtor
Iron and Brass Castings ; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Matal; Columns tad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
' Ropmlro oil Mining mmd mill Mmohlmory m Boooimltr
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuqnerqne, H. B.
IT.

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago I,uinlcr. Slierwui-Wlllljiiiluint None Hot
Itiiildint; I 'a xr, Plaster, Umo, tViiieut, t;iaN, Suh, Doors, Ktc,
Kt. Vac
w

ter.

J.

C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

A. C. HII.ICKE and JOHN 8. MITCIIKI-- L write their friends
ipw Mexico tieouqu artera at

J

to

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

Tour friendship and patronage Is sppreclated. Courtesy and
attention to gueits Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Lias.. Eepot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

tj
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ASSAILANT BOY KILLED

FOR BIG PACIFIC

AGITATION

CASE

WATERMELON

IT BE

CITIZEN.

TXTRER.

J.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

M. R. Summers, Secy.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

IS INCREASING

Established 1888

PATCH

FOUND

AccLad Who Shot Native Without Ranchman Shot Him
identally While Attempting
Cause Escaped Thus
to Frighten Him.
Far.

War Talk Has Shown People What Is
Needed on Western Coast In Way
of Fortifications.

Globe. Ariz.. Sept. 9. A young
Mexican boy named aMteo Rodriquex,
residing In this city, was shot and
almost Instantly killed last night in
watermelon patch located in the
northeast corner of the old Orosetta
01
ranch, three miles
northwest
town. It ts alleged by the police that
Estanasllado Lucero, who is now under arrest, committed the crime.
Rodrlauex
and
another young
man, who has not been located, were
themhelping
patch
In the melon
selves, when their loud talk and
boisterous laughter waa heard by
'''''
Lucero. who has been employed on
the ranch for the past month. Lu
cero entered the rancii house and se
curing a large 44 calibre Winchester
rifle started for the melon patch. Al
though it was nearly 8 o clock he
could faintly see the forms of the
two young men bending over among
the melons. He fired. to rrigmen
them away, he claims, and at the re
port of the rifle both trespassers
sprang to their feet and made way
across the country.
Body Found.
Lucero, then thlnging that he had
disposed of them for the night, en
Cong. Jos. II. Know land.
Sen. Geo. C. rerkln.
tered the house, replaced the rifle
and retired.
San Francisco, Cal., Se.pt. 9. Agi- -. cause of the growing commerce from
At ten o'clock this morning the tatlon
for a great naval base at some Pacific ports.
body of young Rodrlquez was found point
"Again, there U much more to pro.
on the Pacific coast Is growing
by a passerby at least two hundred
(gathering strength from many tect on the Pacific coast now than
feet from the spot where he was fast
there was five years ago. The popu
shot. Judge Rlchey was Immediately sources.
has greatly Increased, as has
Xearly every congressman and sen latlongeneral
notified, and with a coroner's jury
wealth. Towns of a few
the
went to tha scene of the killing. A ator of the Pacific coast has express
ago
years
Washington, Oregon
In
careful examination of the suround ed sentiments favoraible to the proare busting cities to
California
of commerce and and
lng country revealed absolutely noth ject. Chambers
day."
lng, and it was the opinion of the boards of trade of the various coast
Congress Knows.
authorities upon returning to town cities are taking up the campaign in
"I believe that, everything consld
that the killing was a myster whicn vigorous fashion.
congress
will realize the jus
ered,
,
OF COLFAX
it would be difficult for them to un
Congressman Joseph R. Know-landof the demand of the Pacific
In whose district is located the Mare, tice
ravel.
coast states for by the time conIsland navy yard, says he Intends gress convenes my bill will have belauiero Arrested.
bill come a popular demand of all the
base
a
naval
fighting
Pacific
for
COUNTY IS OEAO
Investigated
Sheriff Paoheco later
the last ditch.
people."
and after some time spent on the to When
asked his position, Senator
Naval officials of the Pacific coast
scene ran across Lucero In the ranch George
replied:
C.
Perkins
young
was ciues
unite almost to a man In Indorsing
The
have
Estnt In house.
It.
I
am
course.
I
for
'Of
Kntlcrk-ltoth Loft
sheriff
base project. Rear Adto
the
the
tloned and adm.tied
agitating such a move on the miralPacific
Now Mexico and MLnin, t 1111
H ,W. Lyon, commandant of
that he had fir.d a shot at two in been
years."
government
for
part
of
Few Iltdatlvr.
the
the Mare Island navy yard; Naval
truders last night, but did not be
A Popular Bill.
Constructor H. A. Evans and Capt.
lieve that either of them had been
Jose,
Raton, N. M., Sept. 9. (Sioclul)
of
Hayes
Congressman
San
B. Underwood, head of the Mare
placed
arrest
E.
under
was
hit. He
iiom, mi brought
The death of Frederic
Into town and Is now In a declares that while such a bill as he Island ordance department, state In
place
this
at
German-Americaaged
is now drawing up would have been no uncertain terms that Uncle Sam
cell in the county jail.
last week, removes one of the old
Later In his cell In the county Jail unpopular at the last session of con- has not taken the precaution to proplumlmnrk. of the early settlement of he denied absolutely all knowledge gress, he believes the situation will erly fortify the Pacific coast, and
I'nlfa county. Mr. Roth left a large of the crime. He went further and have completely ' reversed itself by declare a naval base from which a
estate situated In this city and coun- denied that he had even confessed December.
blig fleet could operate should be auty and also at Kansas City and Port firing the shot to Sheriff Pacheco
"Extensive war talk has had the thorized at once.
lees,'"
Arthur, Texas. The funeral services
or
us
more
educating
So far naval experts
have not
vie
alleged
of
result
Both Lucero and his
resDyierian tim.
were held irom
ine
Our eyes agreed on the most logical site for a
Rodrlquez are young men. living says Congressman Hayes.
offlclatSamuel
Rev.
our
sur big base. It Is conceded, however,
MagillJb. &10CK ,n Ma
churchy
Lucero u marrledi hls were opened, and, much to
G. J.
that the choice would be made of
wife and family residing here, 'ine prise, we learned we had practically
ton, David G. Dwyer, C. F. Reme-ber- young
Paon
adequate
the
fortifications
no
sin
was
is
man
either Bremerton, Wash., on Port
who
killed
Daniel Risdon and T. F.
an offshoot of Puget Sound;
Orchard,
coast.
cific
and
residing
mother
gle.
with
his
Louis
acted as pallbearers.
"The situation now Is that If we San Francisco bay or San Diego har
t Clauburg,
a nephew, was the only father in Tucson.
thing's
two
one
of
should do either
bor.
relative near him at the time of his
At pass a Japanese exclusion law or reDon't neglect your stomach.
death.
Good Tilings to Eat.
of; Japanese to
admittance
the
fuse
take
of
trouble
Indication
the
first
Rev. Samuel Maglll, pastor of the
Home made bread, cake and pies
there would
that will help it along in San Francisco schools However,
Presbyterian church, is home after a something
tamalea,
do
chile. Call phone 1045.
I
hot
In England its work of digesting tne rood you probably bethetrouble.
three months' vacation
Pacific coast needs a 408 west THeras avenue. Orders
Indigestion and dys not think
eat.
Kodol
for
accompaMaglll
Mrs.
Ireland.
and
pepsla will do this. .Sold by J. H great naval base so much because of- taken for Mexican lunches. Mrs. D
nied her husband. A rousing recepthe possibility of war, as it does be- A. Austin.
tion was tendered the returning pas- O Rielly & Co.
congregation.
tor by his
Robert E. Lee, superintendent vis-of
Colo., la
the coal mines at Terio,
iting his sister, Mrs. Agnes McCros-keMr. Lee is employed by the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. He Is
an old friend of Governor George
Curry and was prominent In the Raton reception to the executive.
Two men have been arrested for
robbing the mail pouches at Raton
of
last week. A porter bynegronamecalled
Charles Leroy. and a
"Sport," are the men under suspicion. The pouches were robbed at the
loss was
Santa Ke station and the
over $5,000 contained In registered
mall. The money has not been recovered.
Rev. J. M. White, rector of the
Episcopal church, left last night for
Norfolk, Virginia, his old home, on a
vacation. Rev. E. McQueen Gray, of
Carlsbad, N. M., will supply the
church during the pastor's absence.
The marriage of Miss Elizabeth
Blackwell, daughter of C. N. Hlack-wel- l,
famous
Dr. Liebig,
a prominent banker of Raton,
to John Majors is announced to take
beer
place the 20th of this month. The
beer is
contracting parties afe members of
health-sustaini- ng
qualities.
full of life-givin- g,
food
is
the most influential families of the
community and are both highly re
spected.
food is becoming well
value of beer
Jjinw Hack.
have
by
is
it
This Is an ailment for which
Chamberlain's Pain Balm has provbeverage only.
looked
In almost
en especially valuable.
every instance It affords prompt and
Luke La
oermanent
relief. Mr.
Grange of Orange. Mich., says of It:
After using a plaster and other remedies for three weeks for a bad lame
back, I purchased a bottle or Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and two appliFor sale
cations affected a cure."
by All Druggists.

As yet tho
Ulabee, Ariz.. Sept. 9
shooting of Santiago Gonzales. the
by
a small
potted
native who was
reboy ye" day near South Rlstjee,
as the
mains a comule.e mystery,
having
been
officers of that plac n7t
fired tha
athle to locate tho la who
shot. The man 13 in a very sorlous
.
condition.
way from
Oonzales who p!1was ono his work,
was
to
to
tn
ne
when.
iinih niahee.
claims, without the slightest cause,
did the shooting raised
the boy whoflrwl.
narrowly missing a
riiii. and
companion who was with him. The
ball struck him In the back Just below the right shoulder blade and cut
through the top ot the lobe of his
right lung.
Both men then ran, as It seemed
that the tooy would shoot again and
Hi.prctlnn ppmpd better than valor.
Making their way with difficulty to
and his companion
Iwell. Oonzales
and
office
entered Justice Grler'a
mast a mmnlalnt
of the treatment
they had received and officers were
dispatched to look for the boy while
a physician was summoned to examine the wounds of the man. These
mora fminii tn be ao serious that he
win ho taken to the county hospital
His recovery, unless
at Tombstone.
Is
nmiap fnvnmhip circumstances.
miivVi doubted.
pass
Although the Lowell officers
ed almost all of yesterday searching
for the youth who had made a target
of Oonzales, they were not successful
and it does not seem prolbalble that he
will be discovered today.

I"

uir

Telephone 10

Incorporated 1003

219 West Gold

Fire Insurance

Aganta for tha beat fire
Inaaranee companlee. Telephone ua the amount you
want on your raaldenaa
and household good. It
la dansarou to delay.

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Hava negotiated loana
on Albuquerque real
tate for the paat 20 yeara,
without a tingle loaa to
loaner. Safety and aatla-faetlto both partlea.

Abatraeia of title
Bernalillo County proparerty on abort no
tlee. The only eat of abstract booka that la up to
data, Prleaa raaaonable.
furn-lahed- on

on

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

tV

Fr Sale

$1300 g,

Crflflf. Business Lot on corner.

ror Kent

ijJOUUll Sure Winner for invest- -

ment. Will be worth double
side two years.

SSSSuST
Z Z

in-

A

6 room residence in 3d ward
Modern.

$1200 Sttage7 Vest Central CA ?"0m odera residence
You Highlands.
Ave. Easy Payments.

I

3 room residence near shops.

fcfl

fkfinA will buy a business loca- - iBy
pyUUU tion, 4 lots. Partly Im- -

proved. Pays 8 per cent on investment at present with two lots (jJJA 4 room
YIU Avenue.
vacant.

ym

in

cottage

Keleher

r

n,

f

g,

Mc-Aul- iff

y.

the

a

"liquid bread,"

The
known, and
hitherto

as a
now used
upon it as a

LAS

VEGAS

HOMES

Las Vegas, X. M., Sept. 10. Xo
clue has been found as yet to the
burlars who entered tho wareroom
ot the electric company s power
house Friday night and made their
escape, with a quantity of loot. The
watchman discovered them as they
left the building and tired at them.
He believes he hit one of them, but
neither stopped.
The home of J. M. Lesetiey was
robbed while its owner and his wife
evening,
v ere out driving Friday
everything being ransacked, and some
articles
of
other
a
number
cash and
stiileii.

in tbo

tunal Zone.

hU'h waces iiald make it a
Th
n to our young
mighty
tn t,ln the force of skilled
U',.rlmvii needed to construct the
Panama. Canal. Many are restrained
of fevers and
however by the fear knowing
ones
the
.,i.,ii it u used
Bitters.
Electric
those who have
who go there without this tear. we:i
v..uinir thev are safe from malari
ous lulueiice with Electric Bitters on
v,um.I
(''tire ll.x)d IiiilM.m too. bll
lousness. weakness and all Htomach,
liver and kidney troubles, Guaian
teed by all druwglstJ. 5Uc.
One pint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. Ask yoijr gro
cer for It.

120

No

eaking in
needed

'

11

TIIKY MAKE YOU FEEL GOODt

"Itltnds

with the foot- -

The flexible sole Red Cross

Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.

The burning and a chine:
:aused by stiff soles and the
pvils of thin soles aie prevented by the Red Crc ss. It
snables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

AXTJIllACITK

g,

g,

life-givin-

g,

When ordering beer, ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
And bottled only

KIMM.G.
.MOUNTAIN"

all

I1I.OCK.
WOOD.

If You Want A

Hi. Si, KiJ Crtm
Cult Blutiw,
S400

taunt

Phone

125.

)xfords,
$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
v

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Plumber

at the Brewery.

F.rnept Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave.. Albuquerque.

PIONEER BAKERY
907 South

First Street.

EXCURSIONS

roal and wood.

All kinds of

AMKIliaW
MIMAV(XI.

Never disorder your digestion or
make life no longer worth the living.
Writing about cakes, plea and
other pantry from our ovens. Carefully made from high class materials why shouldn't they be good?
Kverybody knows about our bread.
What? You don't? Better get acquainted.

absolutely
comfortable

PJIONE 4.

is the most nourishing of all beere because it contains every
particle of the healthful, wholesome nutriment of the malt and
all the tonic properties of the hops from which it is made.
Malting Process follows nature by
The Pabst Eight-Da- y
slowly transforming the substance of the barley into pure,
nutritious food. The quality of the materials used and the Pabst
method of brewing make Pabst Blue Ribbon not only a pure
muscle-buildinbeer, but a healthful, tissue-buildin"liquid bread." Drink Pabst Blue Ribbon, and you put
health and strength into your system.

SAMPLE AMD
CLUB 0OOM9

omymoayoeycmoaxaymxaXMKaxmom

1

Coal Yard

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Avenae

West Railroad

Down MatJapanese Vegetable
tress, light feather weight. Full size,
lit) poumlH, guaranteed
not to lump
or pack. Kncloed in linen tick, made
expressly for un. Try one and you
will have no other. Futrelle Furniture Company.

CI ark viHe

Finest Whiskies

BARNETT, Ptop't.

JOSEPH

JOHN S. BEAVEN,

Tne Beer of Quality

11S-11-

The St. Elmo

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa

many who

lue

ooooooooooooo CCC3CC00000C0

tion.

German Chemist, says that
By this he means that

Pabst

BURGLARS ROB TWO

Be Cured
APPLICATIONS, as they
tha seat of the disease.
blood or constitutional dis
order to cure it you must
Catarrh
take Internal remedies. Hall's
Cure Is taken Internally, and acts direct
ly on the blood ana mucous sunaces.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is not a auack medi
cine. It was prescribed by one or tne
best physicians in tnis country lor ywri
and Is a regular prescription. It la
composed of the best tonics known, combined with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect comDinailon or me two ingredients is what produces such wonderful
results in curing latarrn. eena lor testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEX & CO., rrops..
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 o.

Catarrh Cannot

with LOCAL
ennnnt roach
Catarrh is a
ease, and in

and

couch
CURE the LUNGS

Nov

Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

PHICB
A.

trial Bottls

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.
return

Discovery
f-t-

ern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.

St. Paul or Minneapolis and

Dr. King's
OLDS

east-

re-tu- rn

KILLthe
WITH

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

Railroad Avian

To Colorado and

frt

$52.10. Tickets on
sale Sept. 12, 13. 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Orfice for Par-

ticulars.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

GUARANTEED BATISFAd'OKY
OR MONEY HEi'ONDED.

T, E. PUROY, Agent.

ALBUQUERQUE

pagk rom.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
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By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

sunscmrnox hatks.
Oiw your hy moll In advance
One month by mail
One month by carrier within city limits.

,

.$5.00
.50
.60

.
,

.

Ifc-Piled for
Sept. 7 liimitniel Mahnram
and wife to Fcliclann Chavez
and wife, lots 43 and 44. block
16. P.rea addition.
Sept. 7. Antonio CrieRO and
wife to Maria Oriego. a piece of
land in Kl Ccdr".
Sept. 7. Antonio (Jriego and
wife to .lose Garcia, a piece of
land in Kl Cedro.
Sept. 7 J. Fair and wife to
4
and 5,
Allan II. Waas, lot
block 34. Original townslte.
Sept.
Rafael Sedillo and
wife to Ahran Dimas, a piece of
land In precinct 2.
Richard Springe and
Sept.
wife to 11 if icl Garcia, lots 11 4
and 12, block (.J. Atlantic and
Pacific addition.
Sept. 9. Tlmateo Chavez nnd
wife to Kmma R. Mnrpherson
lots 5 and 6, block 5, Northern
addition.
.

matter at the rostofflee of Albuquerque, N.
Kntcrrd as second-clas- s
nrW Art of Congress of March S. 1879.
The only Illustrated dally newspnper in Xrw Mexico and the bent
medium of the SouthwoM.
THE AMUTQrKrtQrrc CITIZEN IS:

M..

the Southwest.
Tlie advocate of llopuhlloan principles and tlie "Square Peal."
The. lending ItepuMlcnn dnlly and weekly hewepnper of

THK Al.BrQlTEKQlT3 CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie finest eqiiled Job department In New Mexico.
The latent reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Serrlce.

.

If MiilitttllUii

"

EVENING

"

CITIZEN.

day and this ws one of the biggest
day's business of the year thus far
being excelled Only by Ran Fellp
day when over T.ono people were
carried nnd the Fourth of July when
about 10.000 fares were registered.
The officers of the Congregational
church have arranged with the Midland Lyceum I in tea u for the following nttrnctlons for the coming winter: The Garher-How- e
entertainers,
iictoher 14; the Midland Colore. I
Jubilee Singers and Male Quartet,
November 1; J. L Zivlkey. the artist
lecturer, November 26; ilbr Starr,
baritone, and his concert troupe,
19, and Hon. J. 1. Camp, the
Orator of the South." January 22.
The opening of the night school
at the Albuquerque Business college
in the Library building, which occurred last Wednesday evening, was
very satisfactory to the management.
This Is a class of educational wdrk
by 'all
that should be
thinking people. It furnishes a place,
where the young men and women
w ho are working In the day time, can
qualify themselves for better positions In life. The management Is
conducting a high grade school of
English branches,
and
shorthand
typewriting, commercial and Spanish.
InSantiago Sakl, a
dian, was arraigned before Police
Judge Craig In court this morning on
the charge of drunkenness and fighting. He was fined $15. Last evening
Sakl, while In a pugnacious mood as
the result of lmbiding too liberal
portions of bad whisky, entered the
home of his friend. Fred Arkie, 723
East street at 6 o'clock and proceeded to belay Arkle, who had
gone
already
to
with a
bed.
broom handle. No reason other than
drunkenness was given as the cause
of the assault. An officer was summoned and Sakl was locked up over
night. Sakl said he got the Hquof
at the Red Light saloon on Third
street.

9,

190.

a
a

Special Sale of

A

LALIES' DESKS
We find we have some
thirty odd Ladies' Desks
on hand. To reduce this
number we will give a special discount of 20 per
cent on these Desks for
cash, for this week only.
Rugs, Crockery & Glassware

full-blood-

J. W. Akers. of Santa Fe. was an
Albuquerque visitor over Sunday.
Mrs. P. D. Hindman, of El Paso,
Is visiting with friends In this city.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
The Woodmen's Circle will hold a
regular meeting In Odd Fellows hall
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o clock.
Regular meeting of Ballut Abyad
Temple N. M. S. this (Monday) evening.
All visiting Nobles welcomed.
Harry Bullard, Recorder.
returned
Mrs. W. L. Edgar has
10m a pleasant visit to Mr. and Mrs.
C. Hall, of Hollywood. Cal. Mrs.
says It Is not In favor of commemorating
The Rosweli Register-Tribun- e
Mrs. Edgar are sisters.
he explorations of Ion Franclwo Vasques de Coronado. the Spanish ex- Hall and Rankin,
D. J.
the civil engineer.
plorer, as will be done during the territorial fair to be held In this city. That went
to Bernalillo this morning to
Is not
paper has the nerve to publish the following: 'The Register-Tribun- e
urvey
for persons locat
homesteads
deeply impressed with the Coronado commemorative convention to be held ing nine miles northwest of Berna SUGAR BEET INDUSTRY
to
In
fall
We
October.
week
county
first
the
during
fair
Albuquerque
the
at
lillo.
It
see where the territory owes anything in particular to Don Coronado.
The congregation of the Baptist
of
consideration
to
the
celebration
to
the
devote
more
sensible
be
would
far
church will tender Rev. Shaw and
EOR RIO GRANDE
family a reception In the church
Irrigation and the laudation of the man who first planted apples commercially
All
The glorification of the present and Immediate past were distinctly more parlors on tomorrow evening.
of several centuries friends of the church are Invited to
rational than the beatification of an exploring
ago."
Now The Citizen doesn't intend to go into the history of Coronado, attend.
VALLEY
John Lee Clark and wife returned
but It has a few things to say In his favor. If Coronado and ft- few more
to the city yesterday from a sojourn
to
cold
Indian,
heat
and
desert,
not
braved
Spain
gents
had
old
from
fearless
f two
duration In the east.
explore and settle this portion of the map, the man "who first planted apple Mr. andmonths
pent most of
Mrs. Clark
aeeds" as the Tribune says, would undoubtedly not have planted those seeds. their time in New lork, at Mr.
Emll Klelnwort, the north Third
Moreover the Indication are from the ancient apple trees at Manzano (ap- Clark's old home.
treet butcher, has discovered a new
ple), Torrance county, that Coronado or some of his compadres did plant the
city
death
of
the
Word reaches the
occupation for the fanners of the Kio
f Edie Dow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Grande valley.
first apple seeds In this territory.
The young
Early In the spring, Mr. Klein- The Tribune has the right idea In deflrlng not to forget the farmeTS Milton Dow, of Estancla.
was ill wort, who owns
some bottor" land
who now are making the second great reclamation of New Mexico by means man was 17 years of age, andwas
tne
but a short time. Fever
north of the city, planted, ten pounds
of agriculture, but when the Tribune undertakes to refer to one of those old cause
demise.
of
his
sugar
of
beet seed as an experiment.
Spanish explorers in a rather shady manner, The Citizen Is prepared to pull
The Ladles' Aid of the Presbyterian A few days ago he pulled a few samhair.
ples
give
cream
Some of the beets
Ice
social
of
an
will
his
hurch
and knew in the parlor of the church on the weighted ninecrop.
The Spanish explorers were on the American continent
pounds anil are very
more about the southwest than some people do now, at least one hundred
solid
and firm, iionie of the beet meat
ve of Sent. 19th. Entertainment anil
years or more before the first settlement on the eastern coast.
refreshments will be served. Price 25 s now being analyzed to see what
cents.
ier cent of sugar it carries. If the
The people of Spain may not now be as progressive as were the old
of
beets carry a good percentage
that is no reason for belittling the bravery and hardihood of
Bartoll Ramirez, a local musician, sugar,
sugar growing may bebecame Intoxicated with a substanc-- come anbeet
Coronado and his men.
Industry
valley.
In
the
Another thing, while we are discussing the subject, the southwest has more material than music yesterday
and was sentenced to five days in
abundant monuments to show the kind of people that Spain sent to the Jail
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
in consequence this morning by
southwest centuries ago.
Judge Craig.
Craiso.
Coronado may have been a freebooter, but The Citizen Is Inclined to Police
A meeting of Modern Woodmen of
J. M. Houlahan. St. Louis; J. K.
think that his record will bear comparison with a whole lot of explorers, America
tonight
the
Is
at
for
called
El Paso; K. J. McBride. Co
whose names take up much more space In some of our biased histories.
Congregational church. The purpose Smith.
lumbus, Ohio; W. R. Orendorff,
Celebrate Coronado's memorial day certainly; Its the proper thing to of the meeting will be to sign a pe Pueblo,
Colo.; W. Mitchell, Denver.
do.
The man with the hoe la all right one of our best assets, but remem- tition to the grand lodge to permit
the organization of a lodge In Albu
ber that the man with the hoe and the apple seed was not prowling around querque.
Savoy.
this section In very large numbers at the time Coronado fought his way with
Sherman Wagoner, Flora Vista; J.
The Brotherhood of St. Paul, of A. Padillo. Grants; AAtel Sandoval.
a handful of men clear across "The Great American Desert."
Grants; Gabriel Sandoval, Grants; M.
is generally right on most things, but this Is an the Methodist church, has arranged
The Register-Tribun- e
bring a number of high class lec- V. Durr. New Orleans; C. F. Bower- exception to the rule and The Citizen wants to see the Tribune on the right to
to Albuquerque iJur-ln- g find, Parsons, Kan.; Lovell E. Brown,
ture
attractions
aide.
the coming winter. The first at Kelly; W. H. Harris, Los Angeles.
New Mexico has no reason to be ashamed of the men who explored and traction
Is expected about November
civilized this territory.
first
Alvurado.
The Tucson Citizen Is not wasting much sympathy on the poor Moors
Mrs. R. Maxwell, St. Louis; G. F.
The Jewish New Year service last
who are being slaughtered at the rate of two a day or thereabouts by the night at Temple Albert was attend Woodward, St. Louis; T. Q. McGood-wiDenver; Pane Peirce, St. Joseph;
French soldiers. The Tucson Citizen should remember that four French ed by a large audience. Beautiful
soldiers were actually wounded and one Moor killed In the last desperate special music for the occasion was A. Morris. Chicago; Joseph Blbo, Ber
Edgar W Inan, Topeka; Ed
nalillo;
Chapman
delivered
The rendered and Dr.
battle at Casa Blanca and all this In the short space of one afternoon.
ward Franklin, Denver; Mrs. F. P.
following from the paper above named Is Inexcusable: "Reports of the bat- an appropriate sermon on the Might Frazler,
Chicago; G. N. Penfield, Chitles taking place around Casa Blanca recall the vivid stories of newspaper of time.
W. J. McGulre, Chicago; Louis
There will be a special meeting of cago;
correspondents of the terrible destruction wrought about the Cuban coast by Council
Curtis,
New York; W. H. Edgeeoinb,
Universal Order of
Sensitive and humane per- Foresters, No.at 19,
American warships during the Spanish War.
Topeka.
21 and 23. Whitrooms
sons safe In the snug comfort of home used to shudder at the awful carnage ing building, over Vann's drug store.
SturgOM.
taking place among the poor Spaniards, and discourse pityingly of the dread- Business of Importance and a full at
Dan Plume, San Francisco; S. F.
of us but would tendance Is desired. Order of Secreful effectiveness of modern artillery fire. Not a man-jac- k
Ballen,
Paso;
El
G. M. Burcham,
have taken an affidavit that the fair Isle of Cuba was shot to pieces and Its tary S. V. Mocheridge.
Paris, Texas; Thomas E. Young, Chi
A special meeting of the ladles of cago;
beauties laid as waste as the back area of a New York tenement. And when
Denver;
F. D. McCune.
L
It was all over and everybody went ashore and took shock of the damage, the St. John's Guild Is called for Wednes- - Mazon, San Rafael; C. A. McKnlght,
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the ves Chicago; Mrs. lien Williams and son,
casualties numbered one decrepit mule, and the destruction of property and day
try room at the church, a full at La
It's dollars to tendance
fortified places totaled up one flagpole on Moro Castle.
Junta. Colo.; E. Pauline Clapp,
Is desired as business of the
doughnuts that the French rifles and big guns haven't made as many weeputmost Importance is to be discussed. Springfield, Mass.
ing widows in Morocco as the cable suggests."
Mrs. G. L. Brooks, president.
Grand Central.
Three marriage licenses were i
Stuart & Shrewsbury, Las Vegas;
The new contract for advertising Bull Durham tobacco Is looked upon sued today by Probate Clerk Walker- E. Brown and wife, Cripple Creek,
Dias a great victory for newspapers over billboards. Five or six years ago this to Flora Gallego.i and Gregorlo LuColo.; P. J. Fallon, El Paso: E. E.
mas, both of Barelas; Gregorita
Kenlck, Kansas City; L. D. Iewls.
advertising occupied considerable space in newspapers, but It seemingly did cero,
Salazar,
town,
old
Simon
and
of
not pull well enough to suit the head of the American Tobacco company, of Atrlsco; Mame Williams of Kansas Gallup; A. Eichwald, Cuba, N. M. ; P.
It was gradually withdrawn and billboards were largely City and Robert Maxwell, of Los An Elweln, Raton,
James B. Duke.
used.
It Is said that the billboard advertising of Bull Durham and Duke's geles.
Tonight
Nye's tent show. Ladles
Mixture In 1906 cost $1,260,000.
For five years not a dollar was spent on
territorial coal absolutely free.
J. E. Sheridan,
advertising these brands in newspapers, but agents and publishers have mine inspector, passed through
the
Large city yesterday morning accompnnled MAY TAKE Til KM TO
worked untiringly to get the business back Into dailieji and weeklies.
by his wife and daughter. Mr. Sherl
ARIZONA FOIt TRIAL
copies are going out and it Is estimated that If the results come up to ex
Se.pt.
Tucson, Ariz.,
en route from his home at
If the
pectations, the expenditure for advertising Bull Durham and Duke's Mixture dan wasCity
charges
against the three Meximade
Mrs.
and
Sheridan
Sliver
and
will be close to $2,000,000 in the next year.
daughter are on their way to Cull can revolutionists, recently arrested
In Los Angeles, are not sufficient to
fornia on a pleasure trip.
warrant their being taken to Mexico
The Roswel! liecord continues to "restore harmony" In the following
The two negroes arrested Saturday for
trial, Mexican Consul Arturio M.
manner, which is to laugh: "The legal side of our mind tells us that Attor evening for breaking Into the refl
to
ney General Fall's contention In the land fraud cases will be upheld by the dence of J. A. Weinmann will not be Ellas of Tucson will take steps
them
and brought
before tomorrow. The case did have
court that the cases will be dismissed on the question of Jurisdiction.
The tried
to
Arizona.
come up for trial today because
national administration will have demonstrated its good Intentions, and the not
Of the three men now held In Los
this being the Jewish new year.
matter will be turned over to the territorial officials, who will do nothing. So of
Mr. weinmann, the complaining ww Angeles, two were with the St. Louis
junta,
from which all the operations
ends the second chapter of the gospel according to the great "Square ness against the men, Is observing
or agitators were directed, the DougDealer."
the rites of his church today.
constantly In comlas
branch
Through the offices of S. B. Grim munication being
with the St. Louis Junta
Albuquerque will have no trouble In entertaining the Irrigation Congress shaw, general passenger agent for the leaders.
Fe Central, the Santa Fe will
which will hold Its next
here, and the advantages to this city of Santatrains
the ground that they directed
Nos. 1 and 7 and 8 and 10 theOn Douglas
one of
lieutenants,
being able to secure and entertain such an organization will come In the stop
Kennedy
during
at
This
week.
fair
shape of A- advertising.
The Irrigation Congress will not only benefit this will be of considerable accommodation whom Is now serving a sentence In
the
prison
Yuma,
territorial
Mexi
at
city but New Mexico generally, and our delegates deserve a big hearty slap to people from the Estancla valley can
Consul Elias believes that they
coming to the fair. At present only can be
on the back for work well done.
made to answer in this
trains .Nos. 1 and 10 stop at Kennedy
dally
The
fair
are
officials
receiv
says
The Socorro Chieftain
The Citizen Is boosting the Socorro fair. The ing many letters from stock raisers
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspep
Citizen is boosting the Socorro county fair in fact, The Citizen is boosting and
In regard to entering sla, a combination of natural digest
every old fair that Is of any heneflt to the territory of New Mexico or any stock ranchers
and produce for exhibition at ants and vegetable acids, digests the
Incidentally, The Citizen is boosting for the territorial the fair. A Mr. Dillon, of Pueblo food Itself and gives strength and
town or section.
fair, which will rival anything of the fort ever held In Albuquerque.
has signified his Intention of bring- health to the stomach. Pleasant to
ing two car loads of fancy horses take. Sold by J. H. O Rlelly & Co.
for exhibition. Everything points
;
Abe Hummel is so broken down that he Is unable to do even light work here
toward a successful Ktock and agrl
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
In the prison garden, and Harry Thaw has had a year and three months In cultural exhibition
at the fair.
Messenger boys for day
Jail In which to regret the heavy work he performed In a garden one night
WANTED
Central avenue is dead today as the
work at the Postal Telegraph of
It s hard this way of the transgressor.
result of the large number of stores
flee.
being closed In honor of the Jewish
year, which commenced at sun- WANTED Situation as housekeeper
The government has at lust sent experts to Investigate the loco weed new
down
yesterday.
or servant In hotel or private famThe Jewish citizens
Can It be possible that Washington Is under the impression that the late are taking a holiday
ily. Good cook. Address, Houseand are keeping
Possibly the eradication of the loco weed will open nouse. At 10 o clock
reformers were locoed?
keeper, care Citizen.
this morn
Ing appropriate services were held at
solve the mystery.
Temple Albert, but otherwise the day
Nye's big tent show tonight. Ladles
Is given over to amusement and fes
free.
If France, In connection with her present Moroccan difficulty, will read
up on the history of "expeditions of pacification," she will find that 1'ncle tivity.
At the Casino.
Eveiy member of the New Mexico
The theater goers of Albuquerque
Sam sent one to the Philippines more thao nine years ago, and it has not re Traveling
any
Mens'
association
and
will be
surprised
and somewhat
turned yet.
visiting member that Is in the city please.
to heur that the management
tomorrow is Invited to attend a meet of the Casino
to have
arranged
has
Governor Hoch. of Kansas, the latest hero tn public life, out his hands ing to be held over Zelger's cafe to a popular little drama, featuring
colevening at 8 o'clock. The lege life, called "The Night After" at
rescuing women and children from a derailed railway coach.
It Is Mr. morrow
program for Traveling Men's day a
Fairbanks' turn next or Is It Taft's?
night.
Friday
Casino
the
next
the territorial fair will be the busl play Is new and unique and The
has
of the meeting, and It Is es. made somewhat of a hit In the east.
Gentlemen who persuade their wives to divorce them that they may ness
peclaliy
Important
all
commit
that
scene
Is
Harvard,
the
of
The
at
action
marry their "affinities" may be long on "artistic temperument," but they are teenien are present.
night after a great victory. This will
painfully short on common decency.
According to M. O. Chadbourne be changed to a local setting by the
manager of the Albuquerque Trac students of the University of New
ui uit- uuvri iiiij idjiiM, ikji Hating iimi euiMiiiir nuiil in lilt immunity turn company, the crowd at Trac
Mtxlco.
f
bath reposed by certain railroads and trusts, declines to return to Kentucky lion park yesterday was the largest
baseball gathering since he has had
Nye's big tent show tonight. Ladles
and take a chance on going to Jail.
change of the street car lines. Ove absolutely free.
a
thousand
people
th
attended
How game.
The Kl Paso Times Is looking for a handsome man In El Paso,
Subscribe for Tim Cittern and get
Over 4.0UU passengers were
about the needle In the haystack?
carried on the street car lines yester the news.
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Strong Block
CornerJ2d and Copper

F. H. Strong
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Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
fievoivers

Delight
t A Good Gun

and

Ammunition

4

1-

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

i

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

FALL OPENING
After months of preparation for our fall
and winter trade. We now take pleasure in announcing that we have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the

n,

United States.
The Washington

-l

1

-

.

and Alfred Benjamin & Go.

1

Come, see our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
Suits and overcoatsthe clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the season's correct
hats. Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

I

M. Mandcll, Fine Clothing and Furnishings

gjj

Nettleton Fine Shoes

.

ses-slo-

1

Crosset Shoes

XTUXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Tlie Tout! That Heals
C THE NEW CRYSTAL
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica 9
Tfto Parlslmn
THEATER
Salve. It's the happiest combination
of arnica flowers and healing balsams
ever compounded. No matter how
old the sore or ulcer Is, this salve
120 South Fourth St.
will cure It. For burns, scalds, cuts
120 Gold Avenue
wounds or piles. It's an absolute cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.
Dressing
Hair
Fclal Miuagc
Shampooing
Electrolotlt
The Leggett and Piatt No. 1 spring
Devoted Exclusively to
Scalp
Manicuring
Treslmesi
only $5. Sold on thirty days approval.
Children's Hair Cutting
Never sags. Guaranteed 10 years by
us and the makers. We will take
We manufacture all
kinds
your old spring in part payment.
of Ladles' Hair Goods. ComTelephone 376. Futrelle
Furniture
Will Open
Pompaplete
Switches,
line
of
Co., west end of viaduct. Sole agents.
dours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
MONDAY
EVENING, SEPT. 16
11KAL 1IAIK NKTS
Nearly all cough cures, especially
Sanitary French
Hair Rolls.
those that contain opiates, are consnew pomp Wave. All
The
3 SHOWS DAILY 3
tipating. Kennedy's Laxative Cough
shades to be worn under the
Syrup contains no opiates and acts
Every Afternoon at 2:30
Matinee
ruffing
one's
hair Instead of
gently on the bowels. Pleasant to
own novelties In back and side
every Evening 2
Shows
2
take. For sale by J. H. O'Rielly &
combs.
O O'clock end 9: IS
Co.
1

Beauty Parlors

D. H. CORDIER, Mgr.

Modern Vaudeville

Sour
Stomach

Mr. and Mrs.

James Slaughter,

Proprietors

HXXXXXXXXXIIXX1XHXIXIIIX

Your

Children's Eyes

No appetite, loss of strength, nervous
ness, headache, constipation, bad bres ilk,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrb
of the itomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieves indigestion. This new disco
ery represents the natural juices of dlgea
Hen as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the creates! known Ionia
and reconstructive properties. Kodol (or
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion,
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cox- helps all stomach troubles by cleansing, mxFJtvi: KIDKHATIOX.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
during
their
XeRkvt of them nnv,
the mucous membranes Unlng the stomach, Hchool ar- - when the strain is great,
Mr. S. S. Bill, of RavMtvood, W, Vs.. MTt.
may
suffering
mean
in
much
after
troubtwi with sour omch for twenty IMrs,
I
life, which Is easily avoided now. Let
Kodol curi ins sos ws ere sew satsf a la si
us examine them; we will tell you
lartxby."
their exact condition without charge.
FOR BACKAOHI WIAK KIDNEY

your iiighf.st

ni

THY

ftWITT

KIDNEY

Frpsra

sti Ml
Chlcaa
O'RILXI.Y A CO.
tee1 W.A00ER riLLI-t- m

y B. Q. D.WITT 4k OO..

J. II.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
The Central Avenue Optician
III Central Ave. Phone 452.

Door Open 30 Minutes llefore
Performances

LADIES' SOUVENIR MATINEES

Every Tuesday end Friday

at 2:30 and 3:43

til

A. c 1
iMHion:
Matinees 10 and 20 cent
Evenings 10, 20and 30 cent

THERE IS

REASON WHY
You should see the new and
elegant
stock of goods
at
A

up-to-d-

H. M AH ARAM'S
Bte West Central

DeWltt's

Little Early

Risers

are

good for any one who needs a pili.
Bold by J. H. O'lUeUy A Co.

Monday, trrTKMnrn

,

ALBUQUERQUE

ioot.

txxrxxx

XXXX1

IRRIGATIQN1STS

ADVERTISING

HOT

CAR IS ORA

EVENING

CU1ERS0N

CITIZEN.

PAOE FIVK.

SAYS SAN JUAN COUNTY

1

AFTER

A. J. MALOY

3

The place to get

any-- i

Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

1

Home

CooRirag'
Strictly at
X5hQ

Columbus
Hotel

Roller Rink
s-

Mil
I.N

.17

tr

4

.

M
I: d
.

.?.; kv-OPEX
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
Sundays.
10 to 12 a. 111., a to
and
5 p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
Manques-nde- ,
Thursday, Sept. 19.
Iriday 'liita Reserved for Private Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.

C. F. Allen

,!

I'm

:

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
X.c 1 11

llMwion, lOc

USED SHEEP SHEARS
A

-

BY THE

z fi

lj

LOAD

and the territorial
The girl known as Ora Rogers Is
fair advertising car left for the south Not Ora Rogers but Ora Gunvberson.
Is the step daughter of W. H.
last night on Its final tur of blazing She
Itogers, the proprietor or the Jemez
before the people of the southwest Hot Springs hotel, and she says that
with glaring lithographs and gorge- Is the reason why she doesn't want
ous hand bills the features of the to live at home. She did not leave
approaching big fair.
the city Saturday morning as she
The itinerary of the car on 'ts promised her step father she would,
but remained In the city. She con
southern tour will be as follows:
Arrive Rincon Monday, Sept. 9, 7 sented to change her room, however,
a. m.; leave Rincon Monday, Sept. 9, from the residence of Mrs. Smith on
7:05 a. m.. arrive Silver City Monday, John street to Hotel St. Claire.
Sept. , 11:65 a. m.; leave Silver City
She said last night that she might
p. m., arrive go home today, but she wasn't sure.
Wednesday, Sept. 11,
Demlng Wednesday, Sept. 11, 8:15 p. "We don't get along at home, and
m.j leave Demlng Thursday, Sept. that's why I don't want to stay there.
I was at first told that my own fath
12. 8.30 p. m., arrive Rincon Thursday, Sept. 12. 10:30 p. m.; leave Rin- er was dead, but now I am told that
I
con Friday, Sept. 13, 1 a. m,, arrive he Is alive and in Los Angeles.
Las Cruces Friday, Sept. 13. 2:15 a. want to go to him. 1 am willing to
go
Angeles."
to Los
m.; leave Las Cruces Friday Sept.
13. 9:35 p. m., arrive San Marcial
After some coaxing Miss number- Saturday, Sept. 14, 1:55 a. m.; leave son acknowledged that' she was en
San Marcial Saturday, Sept. 14, 11 a. gaged to be married.
m.. arrive
"We were to have been married
San
Antonio Saturday,
Sept. 14. 12:25 p. m.; leave San Anlast month, 'but I had only known
tonio Sunday, Sept. 15, 2:40 a. m., Charlie such a short time. I thought
arrive Socorro Sunday, Sept. 15, 3 a. that we had better wait a while longm.; leave Socorro Monday Sept. 16, er. So we have postponed It till No7:45 a. m., arrive Magdalena Mon- vember."
Miss Gumlberson says that her af
day. Sept. 1, 9:30 a. m.; leave
Tuesdav. Sept. 17, 10:30 p. m , fianced husband Is Charles Hill. Mr.
formerly lived in Albuquerque
Hill
arrive
Socorro Tuesday, Sept. 17,
12:10 p m.; leave Socorro Tuesday, and worked at the American Lumber
Sept. 17, 1:20 p. m., arrive
Helen company mills. He recently went to
Tuesday, Sept. 17, 5:45 p. m.; leave Las Vegas on business, and has not
returned.
Belen 7:30 p. m.
Mag-dale-

MATTING

CAPACITY OF ROSEDALE

BERNALILLO

WILL

COUNTY WITH

Aguirrl,
charged
with
threatening Antonio Tufoya Peiulta
with a pair of sheep bheurs Saturday night, was brought before Police Judge Craig this morning, but
owing to the incompleteness of the
testimony the case was continued until this afternoon when Officer Rossi,
who made the arrest, can appear.
Peralta said that Aguirrl und a companion followed him home in the
north Fourth street district Saturday
evening and wished to enter his
house. He told the men to go away,
saying they had no business around
his place. The men left But reat about 10 o'clock in the
turned
evening with a woman named Clara
Cisneros, whose child they said they
were after. Peralta was in bed and
got up and ordered
the Intruders
from the house. Some angry words
were exchanged and U was then that
Aguirrl pulled a pair of sheep shears
from his hip pocket and threatened
Peralta, according to the testimony
of the latter. Aguirrl denied
he
even spoke to Peralta, let that
uloue
threaten him with shears.

Kates Reasonable
Opposite Depot

Proi.
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TELEPHONES
Albuquerque Will Have Con- Ore In Sight to Run
Plant Three Years-Co- st
nections With All SurNew Company $250,000.
rounding Villages.
50-To- n

Manager A. D. Graham,
of the
Colorado Telehone company, has Just
returned from Corrales and Alemeda
where he has been engaged during
the last two weeks In superintending
the construction of a telephone line
In that vicinity.
The ljne is now
completed and excellent telephone
service can be furnished to all ranchers In that section. The central ofAlbufice ts located at Bernalillo.
querque merchants can now communicate direct with the fruit raisers
of Corrales.
This line will be of
great benefit to both the ranchers
and the merchants of the city in the
purchasing and disposing of produce.
want
This new line fills a long-fe- lt
as the people of Corrales and
have been clamoring for tele
phone service for a long time. The
line would have been completed be
fore, but owing to the work being
projected in other sections, Manager
Graham was otherwise too much oc
cupled to take up the matter.
Work will soon be commenced on
the line to Pajarlto and Ranchos de
Atrisco which will give these places
direct communication with Albuquer
que. Mr. Graham says the farmers
telephone
appreciate
service these
days and that a large number are
subscribing for telephones. He says
that before he gets through he hopes
to have a telephone In almost every
house along the new lines
Ale-ine-

WILL SEE

NEXT SUNDAY
While the Browns are In Santa Fe
amusing
next Sunday
themselves
with the Santa Fe Centrals, Albu
querque fans will be given a double-headby the Socorro Blues, the
Greys and
the Geronimo
Greens. The deal was made yesterday with Manager Cook, who was In
the city from Socorro to see the
games. The Blues
will arrive on Sunday morning. The
captains of the three teams will draw
straws to see which teams play first
and the team winning the first game
will play the second game with the
team lucky enough to miss having to
play In the first game. Both game
will be played for one admission and
will doubtless draw a good crowd.
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Trinida-
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Crystal Theatre

HOTEL PALACE

I

1
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1
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Col. Webster

ALBUQUERQUE

WHKX WE t;ET VAVDEVILIJG.
45 Minutre of Amusement
Several feeble attempts have been
made in this city as in all others to
establish a vaudeville house, but all
were in vain ibecause
not
upon a legitimate basis and founded
not being a link of the lndespensible chain
supporting houses us is the well
'tknown
Crystal. Vaudeville Is the
Program:
new form of general amusement and
it has come to stay because it emPefeiwo of Port Arthur.
braces every other form of amuseTrade Moment.
ment as a combination
l'almLsiry.
salad em.
IHUtx-tlvebraces all other desirable elements
The
of
other
Sly
salads.
aspect
l4Mt
Eye
Its
cannot
I've
Classes.
grow monotonous as does drama,
opera, comedy and other forms because it is bounded by no lines or
limits, and Is capable of any form
SONGS:
or variation of forms.
In the Wild Wood Where Uie
One does not care to sit through a
111 lie
I lei In C.row.
long, tiresome
play ofiener
than
Mora Dora.
yet one may enjoy the same
onee.
A Tlirllliiur March Sons.
vaudeville bill over and over again.
It often happens that single act is
worth the price of admission and of
several visits.
The Crystal works
upon the idea that every act upon the
bill
should be considered alone worth
J. R. MXXTTI, Musical Director.
the price of admission.
This company la a syndicate composed of the men who originated the
Idea of popular priced, continuous
vaudeville, Edward Ackerman, Will-laWeston and others. The Crystal
Is no experiment and will be the best
New
and First Class attended thing in town.
Everything

Owen Dinsdale

APPLES
CAR

Felipe

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Tin

BE

ers

ing fur literature telling of the resources and lands of New Mexico, as
I saw during the National Irrigation
congress while 1 was there, said W.
S. Strlckler, who wsa present for sev
eral days at the congress as one or
the delegates named by the Commer
cial club of this city.
Mr. Strlckler returned to his home
In this city today after several weeks
spent in California.
Colonel it. K. Twltchell. Santa e
attorney at as Vegas, led the fight
to bring the next congress to this
city. He was ably assisted by II. 13.
Holt, of as Cruces, o. C. Snow, wno
was present with Mrs. Snow from
their Mesllla Park valley home, J. D.
Tinsley and S. P. Stewart also or
Mesllla Park.
The other delegates
from New Mexico also worked hard
for this city.
The little Mexican somoreros sent
to the congress by the local commer
cial club as souvenirs from Albuquerque, were in demand
and nearly
every delegate wore one pinned to
his coat lanel or held one In his
hand. The little hats were vote getters for Albuquerque.
The interest shown In New Mexico
by the thousands of visitors at the
congress who came as spectators and
delegates, was a big advertisement for
th,ls territory. The people kept up a
constant stream of inquiries about
lands In New Mexico, asked for de
scriptive literature and in every way
showed that they looked to New
Mexico as the land of opportunities
as it is.
Robert E, Wilson, traveling agent
of the industrial
commission, had
charge of the publicity and display
congress
end of the
and he knew his
business In every way. He told the
people what they wanted to know,
supplied them with a never ending
stream of literature and illustrated
booklets and arranged the displays In
a pleasing manner.
The Santa Fe railway had a fine
display from this territory and It aided greatly in bringing the next congress to Albuquerque.
Mr. Strlckler said that the many
people he met always showed a keen
interest in this territory and particu
larly our agricultural possibilities
were asked about In detail.
Hon. Charles W. Fairbanks, the
vice president of the United States,
was accorded a hearty welcome by
the congress and visitors. The fact
that the Sixteenth Irrigation congress
win be held in this city Is certain to
advertise New Mexico and her resources more than anything In recent
years.
Following is one of the Irrigation
congress odes which made a hit:
Tlio Irrigated lteirlon.
O, Glorious Land! O. Glorious Land!
The land of homes for the homeless;
or snepnerded nocks and herds;
The land where the green-walle- d
thickets are choral with souks
of birds;
Where over the ancient furrows, silver streamlets are redrawn;
Where b to pes once arid lie teeming
with wealth of vine and corn.
The land cf sunny spaces, the land of
leafy glades, leafy glades;
Of the faith that sees in the desert
the promise of verdant blades.
Where fruits purple crimson
and
golden roll forth from plenty's
horn:
Where souls of nofble fealty, of diviner mood are born;
Where on glimmering heights gleam
fair regenerate vears.
Read in crystal chrism of water the
transparent globe of seers.
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Albuquerque Souvenirs Made South to El Paso and West Marriage Set For November Greedy Buyers Bid High For
-- Chas. Hill Atflanccd
Crop-Farmto Silver Clty-W- Ill
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Ten Days En Route.
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L. R. Babcock, of Kelly, N. M.,
who Just recently returned from the
east where he went to confer with associates and buy mining machinery,
was an Albuquerque visitor over Sun
day.
Besides being manager or a large
general store at Kelly, Mr. Babcock
Is general manager of the Rosedale
Mining and Milling company, own- nig the Great London and Rothschild gold claims at Rosedale, N. M.
Associated with Mr, Baibcock in
the Rosedale Mining' and Milling
company are J. P. Worell and Geo.
O. Ulx, capitalists of Terre Haute,
Ind. The company Ls capitalized for
$500,4)00, and was organized for the
purpose of buying and operating the
ureal Lontton ana Rothschild prop
erty, which was closed for two weeks
ago for 2a0,000. The former own
er of the property was the W. H.
Martin company.
The property Is located near the
camp of Rosedale, thirty miles south
of Magdalena, and Is an old property,
having been operated on a small
scale by the former owner for more
than twelve years.
The new company Intends enlarging the output of the mine and putting In new Improved machinery. It
Is a cyanide
proposition
running
about $10 to the ton. Mr. Babcock
bought
this improved
machinery
while in the east, to be delivered as
soon as osslble.
The two claims lay adjoining each
other. A shaft Is put down near the
line and the property has been exploited to a detpth of 732 feet, with
fourteen levels between the surface
and the bottom, some of them as
long as 650 feet. The ore comes
from a true fissure vein and the ore
bodies have been contlnuousas deep
as the shaft goes. The vein will
average from 6 to 20 feet in width.
"The machinery on the property
when we bought It," said Mr. Babcock last night, "consisted of ten
stamps and a crude cyanide plant
with a capacity of seventeen tons a
day. We propose to increase the capacity to 60 tons and supplement the
old cyanide machinery with the most
modern that can be bought. The old
company, with its limited facilities,
could only work the richest ore in
the mine. We will work it all, and
we will run through about 250,000
tons of tailing left on the dump.
These tailings are still rich In gold.
"There is a three years run of dirt
In sight In the mine for a fifty ton
Plant and more for the digging. The
vein can be followed on the surface
clear across our property, and as far
as the shaft goes there has been no
indication of any break In it. In fact
the ore is richer at the bottom of the
shaft than at the top."
Mr. Babcock was In the city to
have some expert dental work done
on his son. w ho has a tooth with an
ubcess In It.

Sherman Wagoner, a prominent
fruit grower of Flora Vista, X. M.,
who spent yesterday in Albuquerque',
said that San Juan county would
come to the front this year with a
large crop of apples the same as
usual. All other varieties of fruit are
short, but the apple crop Is a good
one. He figures that the crop of the
San Juan valley alone will amount
to 150 car loads. The quality Is first
class and buyers are on the ground
already offering $1.60 a box and box
them themselves. All the grower has
to do Is to gather the apples and pile
them on the ground in the orchard.
Very few of the farmers are selling
at that price, however, most of them
believing that the price will go out of
sight, so to speak.
Farmlngton will send a few down
to the fair to make the mouths of
the fair visitors water and at the
same time take a little prise money
offered by the association. San Jun
county has succeeded In taking the
first prize for apples at the territorial fair for several years past and
will carry the prize again this year
as It Is the only loca'.lty In the territory that has any apples at all.
Mr. Wagoner says that the people
up In that part of tho country have
given up the Idea of one man trying
to farm 180 acres of land. They
find that they have better success
farming ten acres well instead.
Mr. Wagoner was a pasionger for
Santa Fe last night, In company with
C. V. Safford, the territorial traveling
auditor.

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST I

ALBERT FABER'S
308-- 3

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

1

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobster
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

C

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.
We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.

house or barn use

Z EARING

W. Gold

N. M.

can't be rubbed out. Here are some:
Paint is the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer It lasts. The M. A P. paints
are rich in color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping
303
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P. paints.
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GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Phone 8

'P. n. Lirsiviiiis

Corner Third end Marquette

STAPLE AXI) FANCY GROCERIES
t
Grade of Hour.
IW-H-

Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.

Everything In market always on lumd
"THE BEST ALWAYS."
608 W. Ontral Ave,
Phone 238

These Are
Carriage

SCHWARTZMAN

&

WITH!

Buying

Meat, Poultry and Fish
211 W. Central, Tel. 828
Consult

a

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
$1.50 up
Gold lining
$
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting.. . Mc

Days

Easy Terms

I

and
Low Prices

Dentist

rn vnn fntAnit tnivtnir enlcle urge
ti enlov the summer months? If yon
you to buy an expensive vehicle
do don't pans us by. We don't
Income.
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
you
away
and see
not
Come
rich.
stay
are
because
all kinds. Don't
,

$8

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR.

axittu,

I

I

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First and TIJeras Road.

SPENDING

TOO MUCHI MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with us not long- ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because he
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

"TRIED and TRUE

-
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SOUTH OF VIADUCT
5000(XXXXXDCX30000CO

ft

DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
EuKtcriicrs Seeing W'-s- t In Quest of
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
Knowli'dyc"
ROOSEVELT
COUNTY
Capitalists Study'
ing Condition Willi View
to itidillmr for
ft
'iTadcs
FAST SETTING UP
A special train consisting of six
Loose leaf Ledgers and Decars bearing thirty-eigmember of
J. W. Puckett. of Portales, X. M.. vices
the Brooklyn league, a business men's
have been "tried" and
Is
in the city with a view to ecuiing
organization of Brooklyn, N. T., arrived in Albuquerque at 1:40 p. m. 15(1,(100 or 3(io,0(iO acres of grazing found to be "true."
yesterday and stopped here an hour. l;ind for a large herd of graded catThis party left Brooklyn on August tle now being held In the vicinity of
Have YOU 6iven Then i Trial ?
17th and Is scheduled to return on Portales. .Mr. Puckett ;iys that grazing
becoming
of
is
scarce
15th
in
land
having
this month after
the
fat
We make all styles and sizes,
the principal large cities and the eastern part of the territory.
Itoosevelt countv is fast filliug up also special ruling and BLANKBOOKS
points of Interest In the west.
Mr. Puckett Is a diThe purpose of the tour Is to In- with setilers.
vestigate the conditions In the west rector of the First National bank of
H. 8. UTHGOW,
with the idea of acquiring knowledge Poi tales, which Is one of the sound
which will be of assistance In mak- financial inMitutinns of the territory Book Binder and Rubber Stamp Maker
ing Improvements
In
the city of ami Is one of the prominent men of
Brooklyn, as well as to advertise that Itoosevelt county.
Phone 924, 312 W. Gold,
city in the weHt.
Members of the
league expressed themselves as being highly pleased with the sights JOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
they have seen and were particularly
delighted with the climate of the
Among the prominent
southwest.
Brooklynites traveling In the special
--?C)Ml-?
DeWitt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel train are John B. Crelghton, secreBICYCLES
SPORTING GOODS
Salve is good for boils, burns, cuts, tary of the league, Edward H. Wilscalds and skin diseases. It Is es- son, V. V. Meard. of the New York
REPAIR ANYTHING
KEY FITTER
pecially good for piles. Sold by J. Central, George A. Price and W. V.
H. O'Kielly & Co.
B. Bennett.
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXX30OOCXXXXXD(X
m

Under- - Bavoy Hotel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprieto
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Open Day and Night.

At the Tent Show.

8:15 p. m.

WEST RAILROAD AVE- HUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Santa Fe Restaurant

The Nye company, the largest repertoire company In the western territory will produce Under the Lion's

at

1
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Where to Dine Well

School children are a:most as hard
their stockings as they are on
their shoes and unless you enjoy
darning you will find It to your advantage to buy our Black Cat hosiery. l'nequal,ed In wear, fit and fast
color. Prices range from 12
to
30c. C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West
avenue.
Central

ly

8

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

on

Paw, sensational melodrama tonight
In their mammoth waterproof tent located on Gold avenue. The company
carries 22 people headed by Miss Day
Dayso, late of Richard Carles Spring
Chicken Co.
The drama tonight
9
serves to introduce
big musical
acts and specialties.
ThlB company comes highly recommended toy the press and public of
other cities where they have been
playing. As the company Is new to
our local theatregoers.
It has been
deemed advisable to admit all ladles
tonight absohitely free with or without escort. The show starts prompt-

.... Staab Building

10W. Central Avenue

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Co.
Insley Cycle
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lAf;K Six.

1

claimed by the visitors and led in the
batting with one three base hit and
one for two bases. The two runs
0 10
made by Trinidad In the second InShay, lb ....
2
1
ning were gifts and for a few minutes
Oalgano, rf .
1
1
It
looked like two infield stations
Clancy, ss . .
1 10
were going to hand victory over to
Ulamond, c.
on
1
1
the visitors the same as they did
Urahnm, If
Saturday.
0 0
With one man out, Rath-bur- n
Rathburn, 8b
1
3
threw one six feet over first
Mcltugh, cf
1
0
base, which Green circled the bases
Crable, p
on.
Diamond fumbled the next one
C and another score was counted on a
6 27 10
3
33
Total
nassed ball. The next man got a hit.
iNcore by Innlgs:
3 0
and then followed a very pretty
0001 000
Trinidad
3
1
1
0
bouble. McClelland drew a hit. Nel-ho- ff
Albuquerque . ...0 0 0 0 0Albuquerpushed one Into Diamond'
Summary: Earned runs,
hlta, hands. The latter threw Nelhoft out
que 1, Trinidad 1. Two-baim. at first and the ball was passed back
Brlerlv and taigano. inrce
1. to Clancy at second In time to catch
Nelhoff. Passed balls, Diamond
on
balls.
McClelland.
Wild pitch, Crable. Bases
i
Trinidad's final run was made in
the eighth, and was the result of a
fumble by Clancy and two hits.
ptt'i
)
Every worthy play was cheered
lustily .nd there were not as many
rooters In the grand stand for Trinidad as on the day previous. There
was letfs money bet on the Sunday
game. However, some of the local
sports lost quite heavily. Even more
than they won on Saurday. The odds
were two and three to one In favor
of Trinidad on Saturday night and
considerable was taken, but nerore
the game there was scarcely any even
money to be had.
The score:
TRINIDAD.
Players
AB. K. H. PO. A
5
Green, 2b
4
Craig, cf
McClelland, rf
Nelhoff, 3b
Brlerly, c

for not benching the
school teacher pitcher.
Excitement ran high. A crowd of
swarmed on the grounds.
funs
3
ALBUQUERQUE
TRINIDAD
who had stolen third during
the melee, also tried to steal home.
but Brlerly saw him coming and Joe
had
A gambler, who
was tagged.
SUNDAY'S GAME,
two-bit- s
up on the game, and thought
money,
that he was going to lose his
to tell the
ALBUQUERQUTT; TRINIDAD 4 rushed Into the diamond police
finalumpire his troubles. The
ly put the crowd back. It was a very
excitable eighth.
Then the Brownies made a very
These were the results of the much spectncular
parachute
anticipated
talked of, the much
which cost them the game and should
gamps with Trinidad on the local cost some of the players their Job.
Trinidad made four runs thla Inning
ground..
Jloth exhibitions bore out all that
Jiad been anticipated, with the exception of the 111 luck that attended
the Brownies In the first game.
The score, however, reflects the
Individual work of the two teams.
The Trlnldads won on the Brownies
errors, and used good headwork In
taking advantage- of everything that
ciune their way. The visitors played
ball.
Jack Nash was on the rubber for
the visitors and he Is the same
excitable Jack Naeh that
played with Las Vegas three years
ago.
Umpire
No matter
what
Coombs' decision was, It was wrong

s.vrrun.ws

ame,

to be censured

Oal-gan-

I;

f

THANK

o,
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Met!!,

Owen,
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He'd Lose His Two
liiw.
on not so much as a scratcn mi na
they were made after Crable had
struck two men out.
It happened this way: Craig hit a
swift one to Crable. The big pitcher
knocked It down and after fumbling
It for a moment, threw It to nrst.
Shay dropped it. and Craig stole second on the next ball. He scored a
moment later on a passed ball. Cra
ble passed the next two men, and
Kuns let one hit by Green pass
through his hands. Two more Trlnldads romped home. Shay muffed
Metz's popup and when the hate had
cleared away four scores had been
counted on the side of the visitors.
There was grief in the grand stand.
The tabulated score tells the story or
and errors.
the hits, strlke-out- s
The score:
TRINIDAD.
AB. It. H. PO. A
Players
1
Oreen,
0
Webster, 2 b .
1
Metz, 2b
4
McClelland, rf

Tlmy Thanked Mr. Crable.
according to Jack Nash. One time
head to
the effervescant kid lost his glove
at
the extent cf throwing his
umpire.
the
This came in the eighth Inning
when the Brawns made their third
run and tied the score in which
Trinidad had taken the lead of one in
the seventh. Kuns was on second
when Clancy cracked a clean single
into center field. The Candy Kid
made a run for the plate and arrived
with the ball thrown In from the
field. Kunx slid in feet first. Brlerly
touched him on the feet, from thea
opposite aide of the plate. It was
close decision and there was plenty of
room on the part of Nash to ques
tion it. but throwing gloves at um
tilres is not considered courteous in
New Mexico. And Umpire Coombs is

Neigoff.

8b

Brlerly, c
Sweet, If
Craig, cf
Harper, lb
Nash, p
Totals

..

1

10
2
1
7
7

. .

34

7

3

27 11

has been ap
at Abbott. Mora

P. Graham

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY mOPEU ACCOMMODATION
AND SOI JOTS NEW ACCOUNTS.
$ 1 50,000.00
CAPITAL
OfQcrrs and Directors:
SOLOMON lit'NA. President.

Pablo Bernal attempted to whip
his wife at Prescott, Ariz., Saturday
but she got the best of the argument.
Pablo la serving 20 days In Jail.

w- -

W. S. STRICKLER,
Vice PreMdont and Cashier.

The Union Fair association's thlr
teenth annual meeting will be held
Wednesday,
M.,
N.
at Springer,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oc
tolber 2nd, 3rd, 4tn and &tn.

J JOHNSON,

'

Atolstant Curtiler.

william Mcintosh,

c.

J- -

b yldkidge,

O. E. CHOMWELL.

A. M. BLACKWELL

son
Johnsons
was 'bitten Just below the knee by a
rattlesnake while exploring his ram
er's patch of cane at the home, ten
J. C.

miles west of Kosweli,

M.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Thieves at Blsbee, Ariz., have been
looting the homes of people who are
away for the summer. The robberies
have usually been commuted in tne
day time and a large quantity or
valualble goods has been stolen.

p
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hs .
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NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Clarence Neff, the boy whose feet
were cut off while he slept beneath
a car at Gloibe, Ariz., last week, died
Sunday in a hospital there. His companion. Arch Milhollln, had his head
crushed by the wheels, dying Instant-

Mc-Hu- e,

He Watt Afraid

BANK OF COMMERCE of - ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The floods in Arizona last week
killed a large number of cattle.

Sweet, If .
0 11
Harper, lb
2
3
4
6 24 13
Totals
ALBUQUERQUE.
A.
PO.
E.
H.
Players
AB. K.
1
0 1 2 1
3
...lUltU:
Kunz. rf. 2b
.ftp"
0 1
4
0 1 12
Shay, lb
0
1
3
0 0 2
Oalgano, p
Ho Touolietl Him on HIh Feet,
1
1
3 8
4 1
Clancy, ss
off Nash 3; off Crable 4. Struck out m.imon.l !h ff..
3
1
1
1
on
10.
by Nash 9, by Crable
Left
3
0 0 3 0 0
Graham. If
6.
bases, Trinidad 8, Albuquerque
Rathburn. 3b ... 32 11 11 11 00 0
Stolen bases, Clancy, Graham,
McHugh, cf
Metx, Brlerly, Craig 3, Harper. McDonald, c . . . 3 1 0
1
Sacrifice hits. Shay.
B
1
E
6
27
29
Totals
The Sunilay Game.
Score bv innings:
The crowd out was the largest to Albuquerque
.
..0 4 1 0 0 0 lOx0 4
witness a base ball game at Traction Trinidad
102 000 01
park this season. The grand stand
Summary:
Earned runs, Albuquer
was a mass of plug hats, millinery que 1. Two base
nay,
ureen,
nits,
displays and bald heads. There were Diamond.
base nit, ureen
over 900 paid admissions, making Passed balls.Three
2,
Brlerly 1.
McDonald
the total gate receipts ror tne two Bases on balls,
o: Metx I. oft Gal- games of $705, 830 more than was gano
out. by Galgano 6, by
taken In at Trinidad the two games Metz 1.6. .Struck
bases, Albuquerque
the Browns played there. And the 2, TrinidadLeft7. onDougle
play, Diamond
Chronicle-New- s
said that possibly the to Shay to Clancy.
hits,
boys with the dirty gray suits would Craig. Brlerly, Rathburn,Sacrifice
Clancy, Mchave $5 to bring home.
Donald. Stolen bases, Galgano, DiaEverybody was armed with a meg- mond, Craig, Nelhoff 2, Metz. Time,
aphone or a horn or a. hell. All went 1:35. Umpire, Kane.
home hoarse. The crowd was so large
that the visitors were demoralized.
COMIXC EVENTS.
1 hat's a good excuse for not winning.
No other excuse is handy.
September 15 Opening of Crystal
.Galeano was on the rubber for the
Browns, and pitted against him waa theatre.
September 15 Return of Boston
mai
six feet of beef, with a name
Opera company to the Caalno.
cume from Germany. They call him Ideal
September 28, 29 and 30 Socorro
Metz for short, and he had no horror county fair.
for the Brownies.
Twenty-sevent- h
terOctober
He pitched great ball, with the exception of twice. Two of the scores ritorial fair.
o
made by the locals were made by
Sick Headache.
men who rot on bases on parses and
This disease Is caused by a debrought In by timely hits. The other
four came in the second Inning and rangement of the stomach. Take a
were the result of two hits, a gacrl dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and
fice, a passed ball and two very un Liver Tablets to correct this disorder
and the sick headache will disapfortunate errors.
Green made two of the four runs pear. For sale by all Druggists.
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Charles
pointed postmaster
county, Mew Mexico.
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WITH AMPTJ3 MEANS
AVI) CNSUUPASSED FACILITIES

Tieritorial

AL,nUQtTF.nQUK.
AH. It. II. PO. A. E
Plavers
0 0
Kunx. 2b

SEPTEMBER

MONDAY.
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Csplfai snd Surplus, $iou,ooo

ly.

After bravely fighting against death
for three days, P. J. Nasch, aged
about 55 years, and one of the best
of the
known among the
district, died at the Copper Queen
hospital in Blsbee, Ariz., from a
broken back, the result of an accident.
In the district court of Graham
county Del M. Porter of Clifton,
Ariz., has brought suit against the
for
Chase Creek Mining company
18,000 shares of the stock in that
company. Mr. Porter alleges that he
transferred to the company twenty
four valuable claims, for which he
was to receive the number of shares
sued for, but that the company has
failed to keep Its agreement.

INTEREST

old-time- rs

ON

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

1

NEW MEXICO

OmCKRB AND DIRECTOR

An amendment was filed by the
Gila, Ariz., Water company to its
of incorporation providing
articles
that the caDltal stock shall be 13,- 000,000, divided into 30,000 shares
xne
w th a nar value or iiuu eacn.
highest amount of Indebtedness that
can be Incurred is I2,uuu,uuu. u. .
Ainsworth is president of the company, which intends to operate below
Buckeye along the una rtver.

PrMldral

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOKD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKRB
JL A. FROST
B. F. RAYNOLDI

Vlca Prasldeirt
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. M. DEPOSITORY
IBOO.MI.M
Authorised Capital
I269.0OO.M
Paid Up Capital, Bnrplua and Front
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka 4 SnU Ft tfallwijr Company

Sellm Mlchelson, of Phoenix, Ariz.,
received a letter from the grand exalted ruler of the Elks stating that
he had been reappointed chairman
of the committee on returns and cre
dentials of the gTand lodge. This is
the fourth successive time Mr,
Mlchelson has held this office. He is
a hustling Elk and afwavs attends
the conventions every year, and be
sides being an Arlzonian, his inter
est in the order has recommended
him for reappointment for another
year.

A BANK FOR

i.

ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

r

2nd and Cold

2nd and Cold

-

Others Get the Flag !

We Take the Firsts!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
$8,000

FOR

PACERS

TROTTERS,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RUNNERS!

AND

...

T!

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse No.
Purse No.
Purse No.
Purse No.
Purse No.
Purse No.

1--

2:17

2-- 2:20
3--

2:13

4-- 2:25

Pace
Trot,
Pace,
Pace

"Denver Post" Stake Race
Yeuv8 CliQuot Yellow Label Champagne
-

Pace
6-- 2:30

Trot

-

-

-

-

-

-

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes!

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ESTABLISHED

500

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

500

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Big List of

Carrie, th. largest and

Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple OrocertM

In

FARM AND

Secretary

1871

L. B. PUTNEY

1,000

ROY A. STAMM

0COO00OSX5X5OOK)O

"OLD HELIABL11."

JLAVAY RATES. HALF PARE OR BETTEE
J. A. WEINMAN
President

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

COSK)SK3SKDSX3SK3OSK50BOSK)0

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000
-

l

th.

Southwest.

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

J

2
M.

OtOSOfOSOSOIOIOtOSOSOtOSOSOtOtOtOIC

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make the
.datlea lighter, the care iem
and the worries (ewer.

rOV NKt

telephone
The
preeerTM
your health, prolong your Ills
nd protects your hoaie.

A TELEPHONE

IN VOlTU HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO,

J

MONDAY.

SEPTEMBER

9,

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

107.

CITIZEN.

PAGE SEVEN.

PAWNEE BILL'S WILD WEST

W

I

CIASSIlIEP ADS

llHjl

EARTH

GREAT

No Other Organization Ever Attempted

to Present the Marvelous Performance Which Characterizes

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

This Circus.
FOR RENT

r

WANTED

FOR RENT Two rooms for
housekeeping.
No Invalids.
North
Second street.
NT

light

601

Twfu7nlihed

FOR-RE-

con- -

nected front rooms, with bath.
heat and light. 423 South Third
street.
FOR RENT A good 8 room dwelling, with bath and electric lights.
Very well located. Only $30. Lloyd
Hunaker. ?05 West Gold avenue.
KtR RENT Good five room dwelling, In first class condition.
Tws
wreened porches; $15. Lloyd Hun-ake- r,
205 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on ths outside. Price, $1 per weok
and up. Mlnneapillj Home, 524
South Second. A. T. Dsvjre. Pro-

&s(

prietor

.

FOR
RENT Pleasant
furnished
room to lady in good health. 628
South Arnostreet.
FOR RENT A few"n"!c7lyturn1shei1
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable: no Invalids. Hotel Cralgt.,
Silver avenue, between First and
second streets.
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a raal
estate Bgent covld Interview In a
long time.
Pawnee

ft- -

Bill's Historic Wild West
And Great Far East Show will spread
Its tents In Albuquerque on Monday,
Kept. 23, and give afternoon
and
evening performances.
Its owner 's
the man who ooened Oklahoma to
public settlement, who Is the only
"white chief" of the Indians, and who
Is historically
famous as cowboy,
ecout, explorer, plainsman and soldier. He founded the City of Pawnee, Oklahoma, and is president of
the Arkansas Valley National bank
of that place.
The organization travels In fifty
cars and comes with a metropolitan
demonstration of supremacy, full of
the honors of Kurooe. and with a
record of more than a score of years
of ever increasing popularity.
Its
"'owning feature. "The Great Train
is the melodramatic spec-;- h
was the sensation of New
r last summer. A locomo-l- e
and train of cars are
Bill has the excluding rights. Nothing like
said, was ever seen under

her multifarious departments

lee Hill's Institution are an
nent in every way over any-a- t

The
has gone before.
and imaginative Orient,
and savage Africa
Btralia are mingled with the
s,
eg west and its cow'boys,
soldiers, vacqueros and
picturesque companions.
Pawnee Bill's explorers have ransacked many foreign countries In
their search for amusement novelties and sensations, and have returned with a heterogenous horde. India
was the object of their special industry. For months they sought the
most adept men of magic the country
yielded, and the result is an exposition which was never before greeted
startled American eyes. Every trick
which has for centuries puzzled western scientists and laymen is performed at all of Pawnee Bill's performances the marvels of the mango
tree, the basket, the sword, the gun.
the grave, the bird, the beast and
the, snake. Thev are apparent miracles, passing all understanding and
g
conception.
A blooming,
bush grows ibefore one's eyes
from a freshly Interred mango seed;
a Hindu Is 'burled under six feet of
earth and emerges directly from the
midst of the audience; a girl Is confined In a small wicker basket and
apparently butchered, and lo, the
receptacle to empty; pigeons fly from
eggs; a lean dog Is shut up In a box.
It is opened and a litter of puppies
Is there; balls are thrown into the air
and fade slowly from sight; deadly
snakes bite grinning performers to
no purpose, (but Insert their fangs In
live animals and they die on the
pot.
Cannibals from the "dark continent" show their flesh eating procAustralian
bushmen give
livities.
demonstrations of their prowess with
boomerang,
and from the pampas
the
of South America are the Gauchos,
whose skill with the tola is the marvel and despair of every other na- cow-.dian-

Take DeWitt'g Kidney and Bladder Pills for backache, weak kidneys
and Inflammation of the bladder.
Sold by J. H. O'ltlelly & Co.

SUIT

FINALLY

fruit-ibear-in-

A ntti want

ad rents a room,

Or starts a healthy town lot
boom.

The thing you've lost it's sure
to find,
Want ads do work of every
kind.

IS
ENDED

J B. Mayo, of this city, has Just
succeeded in winning a suit after seven years of contest and Judge McFle
in giving the decree, forbids the plain- i ft from
further prosecuting the cast".
The mines involved, six in number,
are situated near Golden, Santa Fe
county. N. M., and were originally
culled the Cullen mines and were
owned by Patne Cullen, J. B. Mayo
and John Deboo, In 1S1I2.
Several years later. Mayo bought
the interests of Cullen and Deboo and
changed the name to the Old Reliable
gold nilnfca.
This suit was commenced In the
district court at Santa Fe by the
heirs of Leon Caron seven years ago,
for the. portion Mr. Mayo purchased
from Patrick Cullen. The case was
won by Mr. Mayo.
Then an appeal
was made to the supreme court, which
case was thrown out and sent back
to the district court at Santa Fe
again, which court decided In Mr.
Mayo'a favor recently. Mr. Mayo had
operated theee mines from 1892 until these suits commenced and has ten
thousand tons of free milling gold ore
now on the dump ready for milling.
These mines were evplolted in 18H4
by three mining expert of national
reputation, Prof. Carmlchael.
Prof.
Conuy and Prof. Sharpless of Boston
giving their estimate of seven millions
of tons of free milling gold ore In
fight, being in mountain form and
above the surface of the valley.
Mr. Mayo Is undecided as to whether he will enlarge his present mill at
Golden or build another at the mines
and thus nave the expense of hauling
to the mill as he did In the paat, tut
the mill is nearly two miles from the
mines.
These mines were first operated by
Cullen In 1882, and the ore was
hauled to the McDonald mill at Golden ami the records show that manv
thousand of tons were thus shipped
nd milled there.
A Humane AH-al- .
humane citizen of Richmond.
Ind . Mr. I. D. Williams, 107 West
Main St., gays: "I appeal to all persons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only remedy that helped me and fully comes
up to the proprietor's recommenda-iton.- "
It saves more lives than all
other throat and lung remedies put
together. I'sed as a cough and cold
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, crouo. whooping cough,
qulimy,
hoarseness and
phthisic,
stop hemorrhages of the lungs and
builds them up. Guaranteed at all
dealers. 50c. ad ll.UO. Trial bottle
A

fret.

BusinessCollege,Llbrarybuildlng.

s
desiring new fall
styles in millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted.
Phone

WANTED-JLadie-

FOR SALE

tion.

There are Hottentots, Dahoml-an- s.
South Sea Islanders,
Cingalese
and bands of wild riding Coeacks,
Hussia's cavalry dependence. Howling and dancing dervishes In their
tireless pious evolutions, and Arabs,
with their superb native horses, show
the customs and habits of the desert.
Pawnee Bill is, of course, the central and picturesque figure In the
"Wild West" division of the show.
He Is a product of the days of the
range and the trail, and typifies them
gallantly
and
picturesquely.
The
annals of the early west aiTord no
more lively and adventurous career
than his, and he reproduces, without
Illusion, under canvas, the life and
environment of the chapter of American history which he had conspicuous part in making.
Of Indians there are several hundred, fresh from their wigwams real
children of nature, away from their
reservations for the first time. Mexico contributes a ciuota of the champion vacqueros of the lasso.
The vivid tournament they all provide is the summary of the west, the
West before the long
trails were
blocked; before barbed wire traversed ranges: before the superb freedom of the unowned plains was exchanged for the limits of exact ownership.
A street
parade will Inaugurate
the day.
Pawnee Bill has refused to follow
the example of several other big tent,
ed enterprises and abandon the traditionary pageant, and has made it
a great .distinct feature of his visitation this season. It stretcho more
than a mile in length.
Cheap excursions to the Pawnee
Bill Show will be conducted by the
railroads.

WANTED Carpenters and waiters.
Good waiters $30, and good room
Also cooks.
Experand board.
ienced saleslady, $6 a week, room
and board.
Oolburn's
Employment Agency
109 West Silver Ave
Phone 480
WANTED Lathers at Gallup court
house.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
WANTED Position as clerk,
by
young woman with some experience and good references. Address
115 North Fourth street.
WANTED ? You cap. gel it through
this column.
WANTED Situation as bookkeeper
by first class experienced man. Address M. B.. care Citizen.
WANTED Young married
couple
wants good room and board In a
private family. Address XXX, care
citizen, stating location and price.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C. F. P., care Citizen office.
WANTED SPANISH STUDENTS
12 lessons $3.00, Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. Attend
our night
school. Albuquerque

944.
FOR SALE Furniture, 210 South
WANTED Situation.
Young man,
rMxm street,
can mornings.
23 years of age, desires permanent
OK
SALE Five-roomodern
position
with a good reliable firm.
house, most fashionable district In
Have had three yenrs' general ofcity. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
fice
experience
as bill clerk on a
ClUzen.
. typewriter and can furnish referFOR SALE OR RENT A newly
ences If desired. Please nd dress
built house, with 160 feet front
Box C, L. L.. care Citizen office.
ground. Inquire 916 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
LOST
FOUND
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address "Ticket," care LOST An opportunity If you did not
Citizen office.
use these columns.
FOR SALE Some people prefer-- to
pay 6 per cent agents commission FOUND Through The Albuquerque
on their sale, others advertise In
STRAYED One sorrel mare. Rrand-e- d
this column.
on left hip J. O. White feet
FOR SALE Two tickets to El Paso
and spot In forehead. Small sore
and return to Kansas City. Adon each side of neck. Finder redress F, care Citizen office.
turn to E. W. Fee. 602 South
FOR SALE 102 Armljo Avenue, two
First street.
houses; barn, etc. $2,000, $1,600,
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
SALESMEN
E. A. Cantrell.
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
acres each, all under main Irriga- WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line;
tion ditch. Near city. Albuquerhigh commissions with $100 month,
que Land Company, room 9, Crom- ly advance.
weUBldg.
Permanent position
to right man. Jess H. Smith Co.,
FOR SALE Half interest In estabDetrolt.Mlch.
y
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger, WANTED SALESMAN $75 per week
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
prop., 12th street and Mountain
established house. Permanent. High
road.
priced men Investigate. References.
FOR SALE Two good tent houses
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., Chi.
in the Highlands on East Central
cago.
avenue. Cheap if sold at once.
Address, J. W. Harvey, 1201 East
Ft. Bayard. N. M.. Sept. 3. 1907.
i pnirai avenue, (')tv.
Sealed proposals in triplicate for adFOR SALE
frame
house. ditional work required In conectlon
ceiiar, oarn, snea, shade trees, with the Sewage Purification
vines, corner East Copper and Lo- at this post, will be received herePlant
uncust, $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E. til 11 a. m., Oct. 2, 1907, and then
A. Cantrel, 102 Armllo avenue.
opened.
Information
furnished on
FOR SALE
United States reserves
frame house, application.
nam, cnicken yard, out house, cor- right to accept or reject any or all
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000, proposals or any part thereof. En$800 cash, B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel, velopes containing proposals should
be endorsed "Additional
102 Armljo avenue.
Work on
Sewage Purification Plant' 'and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal, Q. M.
(Sept. 7. 9. 10, 11, 29, 30.)
IlAUt DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST.
Card signs, "Ronnie ror Rent."
Mrs. Bambini, at her njirinra nnnA. "Board," etc.. for
sale a the office of
site the Alvarado and next door to The Evening
ClUzen.
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat Corns, blirilnna mnA In. Chamberlain's Cough Itemed y One ol
the lie on the Market.
growing nails.
She gives massage
For many years Chamberlain's
treatment ana manicuring.
Mrs. Cough Remedy has consantly
gained
Bambini's own preparation of comfavor and popularity until It Is
plexion Cream bu:lds lin th. lrln anil In
now
one
staple
of
most
mediImproves the complexion,
and Is cines in use the
and has an enormous
(Siiiimnieeu not to oe injurious,
she
It Is Intended especially for
also prepares a hair tonic that cures sale.
acute throat and lung diseases,
and prevents dandruff and hair fall- such
as
coughs, colds and croup, and
ing out; restores life to dead hair; can always
d epended upon .It Is
removes moles, warts and superfluous pleasant andbesafe
to
and Is unhair. Massage treatment by vibrator doubtedly the best take
the market
r or any Diemish of the for the purpose for in
nmcnines.
which
it is inface, call and consult Mrs. Bambini tended. Sold ly All Druggists.

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSON All PROPERTY

Furniture,
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BUSINESS

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SHERIDAN, 51. D.

Homeopathic

Physician

CARDS

BREAD

and Surgeon

Organ
Occidental Life Building.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
Telenlione, 886.
French Bakery Co. 202 E. Central
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low
lit
and as high as $200. Loans ar
DR. 11. L. JirST
quickly mads and strictly
private
Time: Ons month to one year given
Goods remain in your
possession
Physician and Surgeon
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKCtr
see us before borrowing.
A NO REPAIR R
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a Rooms 6 & 7, X. T. Armljo Building.
ORKKM FRONT, - f 05 North rire
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Eldg.
DRS. BROXSOX & BROXSON
I0S4 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Homeopathic Physicians
and Sur- Open Evening.
Pianos,

Look for the Label

P. Matteucci
L. C. CICLITZ

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU

206 8. Second Street
Wanted-- Ar

Once, Servant Girl

TAILOR

geoiM. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 628.

New arrivals (tf finest Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns,
shade for the coming season.
X. T. Armljo Building.

ths-leadl-

DR. C. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Baraett Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

Highland Livery

7

Saddle

REAL

m

and

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
On

PHYSICIANS

6 acres

DENTISTS
ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
good garden

land and three-roonlxxlo house
$ 800
Three room house, four
lots, North
Fourth
Uwt
1,000
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town..
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre
of land
500
Six room house. West
New York avenne... 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette avenue ... t,800
FOR RENT.
Six
room brick house,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
V""1
$20.00
Apartments In Hope flats, .
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Four room brick house,
bath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms Tor llglithouse- keeplng. close In
15.00
Five room frame, Ilrst
ward
20.00
Money to loan In sums
to suit.
m

A. Montoya
215 West

Gold Ave.

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 8. Bnmett Building,
Over O'lUelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.

Phone
EDMTJXD

D. D. 8.

Office hours,

9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

MILLINERY
Hat,

First National Bank Building,
Alubqnerque, X. M.
E. W. DOBSOX
Attorney

at Law.

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

Mrs. M.

C Wilson

224 W. 6olff

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRAN8FER STABLES.
Horses and Utiles Bought
and Exchanged.
BEST TOTJRNOUTS IN THE
Second Street, between Railroad CITY
an
Copper Arena.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

IRA M. BOND

Attorney at Law.
NOTICE FOR PUBLJCATIOX.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Pensions,
Land Patents. Copyrights,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Desl-deri- o
Marks, Claims,
Carabajal, of Atrlsco, N. M., 32 F. street, X. M. Washington,
D. C.
has filed notice of his intention
to
make final tlvo year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
INSURANCE
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902,
for the B H NE !t, E 4 SE3
Section 80, Township 11 N, Range 2 W.,
B. A. SLEYSTER
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
October 6. 1907.
Public.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up- Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 136.
Junn Baca y Anoya, Romulo Chavez, Juan Castas, Donaclano Tapla, all
of Atrlsco, N. M.
A. E. WALKER
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Fire Insurance.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIOX.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Department of the Interior, Land Of217 West Central Avenue.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 20.
1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
M. L. SCIICTT
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five year proof In support Agent Real Estate and Loans.
for the Iravelers Insurance
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry Comiiany,
Hartfora, Conn., Life and
No. 9473, made May 25, 1906. for
Accident.
The strongest
company
the EV4. SWK, Lots 3 and 4, Section writing
accident insurance
1 ON..
In
the
7. Township
Range 6E., and
that said proof will be made before world.210 South Second SHtreot.
Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
1907.
MISCELLANEOUS
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Frederlo Uallegos, Darlo Chavez, WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAX
Jose Lion
Jararnlllo.
Venceslado
Justice of the Peoce. Precinct
Uriego, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
Xo. 12. Notary Public.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Collection.
Register.
Office 221 North Second Street.
Redileiice 723 North I'ourth Street,
NOTICE FOR PniLICATIOX.
Alubquerque, N. M.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Cres-enci- o
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has
Atorney-at-Lafiled notice of his intention to make
final five year proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
Office with W. I. Chlldcrs,
1221, made January 24, 1905, for the
lots 7 and 8, Kectlon 30, Township
117 West Gold Avenue.
V
16 N., Range 6
and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
otero, U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
1907.
BORDERS,
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
FrancUco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
I'XDERTAKER.
NT.
M. ; Euenio Chavez, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Klias Montoya, of Sandoval,
N. M.; Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
M.
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
F. W. SPENCITR
Itegtster.
Are you looking for eomeTTilng? ReArchitect.
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and Rooms 4S and 47, Harnett Building,
they talk to you.
Albuquerque, X. BI. Phone (35.

j

FA NCY WORIC

Office Cromwell Block,

Alubquerque, X. M.

te

olN. M(mf..BAa.M
FANCY DRY GOODS

K, W. D. BRYAX

Office,

Up-To-Da-

Styles
LADIES' TAILORING
MISS CRANE

Appointments made by mall.
Ave.
Thone 456.

Attorney at Law.

ua John Sftw

506.

New Fall

306 West Central

LAWYERS

a specialty.

B.UIUKOOK BROS.

Phon

744.

J. AIXJEIt,

horses

Bet
clty' Proprietors
J?,',.. l1thethplcnlo
wagon.

V,,enLEd

etc. Screen work
South First street.

On

PLANING

MILL

XitV"!
Tele'Sgjbs

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAIVT
Gallon Covers 600
PALMETTO noOP TaStrw

Stops Leaks, Lasts FIto Years.
JAP-A-LA-

;

408 W,lt Railroad Avon
TOTI A ORAO I

n

Dealers In Groceries, Prorlslons.
Grain and Fuel.
Fins Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars, place your orders fr
this Una with us.
m-Sll-NORTH TH "ID BT
m

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Freeh and 8alt

Bieam bansage Factory.
EMIL KIJENWORT
Masonlo Building. North TUM
ttrM
THORNTON A CO.
EXPERT HOUSE CLEAXERS.
121 N. 3rd St
Stove repairing, noUahlng
and set.
ting up a upeclalty. We lure
onls
preniineeXH,r4eUOWt heIp 10 OU M
Phone, 'office 460. :: Res. 620.

POLS)

HOrsE FURNISHERS.
SECONDHAND.

SAVE.

NEW

WD

WE BUY HOlbF
HOLD G4MI.H, 211 W. GOLD AV
G. A I RISEN, MANAGER.

-

Hud Teller for Tldrty Y tor
I have HutTered with tc s'1"0"1
thirty years and have trs " any,
counties remedies with lOiamber-relie- f.
n'
was a
Three boxes
Salve cured me. little some-tur- e.
ubbJ
It break out what It
times, but nothing
Midland City,
'e
to do. D. H. Res salve U lor
Ala. Chamberlalr
tor-lai-

by All
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Our School Shoes Make Good

ing.

Louis Ortiz, of the storekeeper's
has gone to California on a
short vacation.
J. J. t'randall. superintendent
of
the Santa Fe Indian school, was an
Albuquerque visitor over Sunday.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dixon, of 322 West Hunlng avenue, a
son. The young man arrived Saturday morning.
Maynard Ounsul, president of th
Oallup Electric Light and Power
company, was a passenger for Santa
Fe this morning.
Mrs. George F. Powers has gone to
California on a pleasure trip. She
expects to be absent from the city
a month or six weeks.
J. F. Kane, blacksmith at Magda-lonIs In the city to nttend the funeral of his brother-in-laFred Naeh
w ho died
here Saturday.
Crelghton
M.
Foraker,
United
States marshal for New Mexico, went
to Santa Fe this morning to attend
the United States court there.
Attorney A. A. Sedillo went to Santa Fe this morning to appear before
the territorial board of equalization
on tic n air or several clients.
Miss Lucy Cunlo left Saturday
evening for her home at Little Hock
Ark., after a pleasant visit In the
city to the ramlly of . K. Wilson.
Thomas Ross, a prominent cattl
Triple Link Rebekah Lodge No. 10
raiser of Hermosa, who came here
and met his wife, who returned from will meet Tuesday evening at I. O. O.
a trip to California, left with her F. hall at 8 o'clock.
last night for Hcrmoea.
Will Balling, the colored man who
NOTICE
"sees things" was committed to the ' r
M. Williams
county Jail today. The man's conIr. li.DENTIST
dition does not seem to have ImprovHas moved to rooms 24 and
ed any Blnce Saturday.
modern
Mrs. J. A. Hubbs and daughter. f 25, Barnett Bldg. Most
Mis Jean, expect to leave tomorrow f electrical equipment In South- S
west.
morning for Chicago. where Miss
Hubbs will enter a school for young
ladies. Mrs. Hubbs will remain in
Chicago during the winter with her
daughter.
Tony Morelll, bass drummer for
the American Lurrtber company band,
who was hurt In Santa Fe while playing at the governor's Inauguration, Is
again confined to his home.
has set In and his case Is considered quite serious.
Rev. John It. Gass, who returned
to the city this morning from Carthage, N. M., where he preached yesterday, says that the bridge across
the Rio Grande at San Antonio, which
has been out of repair for some time,
Is in a serviceable condition1 again.
frilgfrled Grunsfeld. county assessor,
and J. E. Haines, deputy assessor,
went to Santa Fe this morning to appear before the territorial board of
equalization, which met there
this
morning. Hernalillo county sends
Co.
nine appeals to the territorial board.
W. S. Strlckler, vice president and
Frftli MeaM, Staple) and Fancy
cashier of the Rank of Commerce, re- t (.nMt'rUM. scu-sohie Fruits ami
turned to the city this morning from I YcRPtablra.
California, where he spent several
622-2- 4
Phone 51
W. Tljeras
weeks recuperating from a threatening Alness. Mr. Strlckler attended

They have as much snap as footwear for grown up
people. Manish looking lasts for boys, dainty
styles for girls. They have the right shape to fit
the foot of a growing child properly.
No unsightly wrinkles, no pinching. They are
made of reliable materials and put together in such
a way that they will stand the hardest wear and
keep their shape. OUR PRICES AR1 EXTRA
REASONABLE.
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Reliance Electric Go.

V

never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
work you may have.
502 West Central

Phone 131

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

HARDWARE
W. Central
Avenue

(

to

coming to you.

Tinners

Fall Suits for Men
Fall Suits for Boys
Fall Neckwear and Hose
Fall Styles of Hats

WOOD
TELEPHONE

9i.

Come in; we're here all the time

& CO.

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

CTITDM

CIHirUVT

The Central
Avenue Clothier

UU-akXl- V

ALL THE TIME

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

INCREASING IN VATTjE STEAD
ILY, 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
TIIAN THEY CAS BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stonp.

109 North Fir at St.

All Klaus oi Indian and Maxlean Goods, The Cheapest
Plate to bay Navajo Blankets and Usxleaa Drawn Work
Mall Ordarm Carafullv and Promptly rilled.

YOUR FALL SUIT

Champion Grocery

GO,

NEW ARRIVALS

.

Infla-tnatl-

i

Ave.

ANTHRACITE

ititittttititirtii W. H. HAHN
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THE

to

while to buy your things here.
That's a pretty good reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of other things that men
wear, that are worth having, too. If you
haven't found out that this store is the headquarters for quality stuff, you've got something

COAL

con-vtn-

FOR GIRLS
1- -2

simply that we sell Hart Schalfner
HT&isn't
Marx clothes that you find it worth

e,

FOR BOYS
13,

W. U. Chlldora vu a
Santa Fe this morning.
Mrs. F. W. Clancy wer
for Santa Fe this morn-

office,

Fit and Wear.

to

the national Irrigation congress held
w here ho took an active part In securing the next meeting of the congress for Albuquerque.
J. K. Griffith, of the law firm of
Dougherty A Griffith of Socorro,
passed through the city this morning en route to Santa Fe to appeaf
We are taking orders for these
before the territorial board of equalization on behalf of three clients, who little preserving Tomatoes.
think that they have been assessed
too high. Socorro county only had
Only 5c per Pound.
three protestants.
The gas company seems to have
of
price
In
anticipated the rise
the
Also 25 pound boxes of the
coal, and contracted for 1.000 tons,
which they have 4n stock In their large ones for canning.
bins, giving them enough coal to
make all the gas Albuquerque can
use In the next six months. This ap- MONARCH GROCERY CO.
pears to be the logical solution of the
coal question, as the management anPhone SO, 307 W. Central
nounces that there will be no raise
In the prlre of gas.
Wlevens-HimoMrs.
the muslo
teacher, left this morning for Chicago after spending the summer In
Albuquerque with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. N. E. Stevens. Mrs. Hlmoe
has a studio In the Fine Arts building
In Chicago. She was accompanied east
by Miss Grace llorradalle, who goes
t,
to St. Louis to attend Visitation
and Miss Jessie Appleton, who AMKItH'AX MAH'K,
CEKRILIjOS LUMP.
Is on her way to attend school In
Kansas City.
Bowie,
Caledonian
W.
of
the
J.
company of Oallup, arrived from the
Carbon City last night, and continued
Mr. Furnace,
on to Santa Fe this morning.
Howie has a grievance against the
Mixed,
assessor of McKlnley county, which
Nut.
he is going to ask the territorial
board of equalization to settle. Attor- CLEAN OAS COKE,
ney Childers will appear before the
SMITHING COAT
board on behalf of Mr. Bowie. McNATIVE KINDLING.
Klnley county has one other protest-an- t,
FOH CASH ONLY.
the Gallup Electric Light and
Power company, who Is also represented before the board by Mr.

Tomatoes

PAHAGKAPHS
Attorney
for
Mr. ami
passengers

CITIZEN.

at Sacramento,

PERSONAL

8
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'ALBUQUERQUE

""''Mill

PAOR KIGIIT.

have hundreds of the finest imported and domestic fabrics, all of them
handsome pieces, and absolutely correct for the coming season. If you want
a suit that is different from the rank and file of suits, perfect in fit and finish,
and unexcelled in wearing qualities, come in and see us. Our garments are
made by a tailoring house that has established a world-wid- e
reputation.
ready-madguarantee
and our
is satisfaction or
They cost no more than the
no money.
V

We

When you dealre Abaolute
In Properly ntted
Comfort
- Olaaae
Conault urn.

e,

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Exclusive Opticians

1

10 South SecoDrJ St.

Lense Grinding Done on Premises

::

C. Q. PERRY,

CLOTHIER

HABERDASHER

119 SOUTH SECOND

EVERY THING

coe
JEWELER

1

1

IN THE JEWELRY LINE!
FsNE WATCH REPAIRING

to

South
Second

OOOOOOOOOOCX30COOOO

115-11- 7

Miss JPIIILBRICK'S KINDERGARTEN
WILL. OPEN SEl'T.O.

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

611 Wert Gold Avenue
In tho Woman's Club BuHillng
;
weoka,
7.!M) pt-- r quarter tf
Tuition, t:tO per year, of ltd
all day
pa yahle In imItokv. Miss Ilillbrkk will bo at Kiiak-rgurteSaturday, September 7 Ui.
n

THE BEST BAR NOME

STOVES
RANGES
LOMMORI

THE

Willi

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Cilt, Cloeks, Siletare.
invite your trade and guarantee A Square lVnJ- -

We

tictv,

Get the
Our new

fall and winter stock of

Clothing is almost complete

We are agents

for

STEIN-BLOC-

Men's and Boy's

I

MEAT

H

to

Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit

E. L. Washburn Company

K

I

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601

H

Every Thing in the
n Meat Line first Uas in
C
Quality
Best Prices Possible

C

Clothing for

$18.00

MARKET

if

V

MILLER

g

SUPPLIESI

HOME COMEORT

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS
COOK STOVES
HEATING STOVES

mam.

ENAMEL
Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment

and

SHEET METAL
WORKERS
?

j

Fait

MINE AND MILL

and

&

this is the best to be obtained
$32.00 per suit try a suit

Men

UNION

Habit

UTENSILS

WHITNEY
COHardware
Vlioleale and Fiesteil

snappy clothing yon will find it here.
Stein-Bloc- h

COOKING

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yout Needs fo the

lilTTlITIirmilHITTIIIII
If its

ENAMELED

& COMPANY

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Rhone 701

DIAMOND PALACE

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Central and Copper Ave.,

and

4t

SPORTING

GOODS

and

TINWARE

AMMUNII1UN

Assurei.
1

131 IS-- IT
1

SOUTH

riRST STREET

AND

401-40-

3

NORTH

FIRST STREET

1
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